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Lot Angeles, Calif., Oct.

300 MANCHUS HAVE
BEEN MURDERED AND RIOT
ING IS IN PROGRESS

1

4

4 After serving ten days lesa than 4
a year, tne grand Jury which In- - 4
f dieted
John J. McNamara, hit 4
orotner. James B. and alx other. 4
4 for murder In connection with 4
4 the wrecking of the Loa Anaeiea
4 Times, will make its final report 4
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cnanges.,
4 The constitution, he ulrf
4 which has. been good enough for
our, anccatora, la good enough for
4 future generations.' He
pointed
t iu
uvcumeni as tne great
that has guided the nation.
4 lightwi
4 and he declared that at this time
nation should not abandon
4 this for" other lights that will
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AGAINST DIG

that the direct elec 4
Record of Democratic Atfrr.lr.lctrzlicns In r.'cw r.lcxlco lla Dccn 44 tionDeclaring
of United States senators, 4
4 the referendum as applied to
4
Ono of Incompetency'. Do U:s People oftho Kcvy State Wish
4 ialatlon, and the recall of judges 4
4 are dangerous
Cardin- 4
to Revert Csdr to r.Zlsmzzsssmsnl, Ulh Taxes and
v ai faiDbonaJn aproposals,
sermon recently 4
4 at the cathedral in Baltimore, 4
Depleted Treasury? Thct la What the Demurgeo an citizens to defend the 4
tf constitution
of
the United 4
ocratic Party Offers Them
btates from those threatened 4

ervea io long a time.
4.
The same element that today dominates the democratic party was in absolute, control of that party
ne jury was empanelled by 4
during the four year of Its administration In New Mexico under what la popularly known as the Thornton
4 Judge Bordwell October 22. 1910.
regime.
Three daya later It concentrated
Although It Is true that Governor Thornton held office less than four years, being appointed In 1893
4 its attention UDOn the Timea .v. 4
A.
and relieved by Governor Miguel A. Otero, a republican, In June of 1897, still the levies for 1897 and 1898
TROOPS WILL MARCH AT ONCE T
had been made In the preceding January and hence Governor Otero had no control over them.
Figures do not lie and especially they do not lie when they are taken from the records of the men then
us labors being secret - Indict-- 4
In control of the democratic party and the administration of New Mexico and her affairs, for those men,
ments
'
4
returned
8.
January
ROYAL GOVERNMENT FEARS THE
If anything, gave themselves the best of it and did not charge up against their administration anything that
4 against "James B. Brlce, Milton 4
did not absolutely have to appear against it .
REVOLT WILL SCATTER OVER
4 A. Schmltt and David Caplan." 4
On March 14 the same Jury found 4
Going carefully Into the facts and figures of the Thornton' administration, it will be seen that after a
ENTIRE EMPIRE
little less than four years of Incumbency Governor Thornton and his democratic cohorts the same gang
4 that victims of the Times disss- - 4
that now seeks to gain control of New Mexico through the medium of the democratic party LEFT OFFICE
ter met death In wrck and fire 4
WITH THE TERRITORY FACING A DEFICIT OF $127,339.91.
caused by a dynamite explosion 4
4
12.
Oct..
Between
five
reitang,.
and on April I5.lt returned the 4
4
This alone speaks enough for democratic mismanagement, absolute incompetency and inability properly
thousand and six thousand Chlnes-- i 4 Indictments
.to administer a territory. Should the same set of men gain control of the new state, of her publio lands
against the two Mc- - 4
resamaras and against Ortie Mc- - 4
iiounuw ntLuve cuy are
"""i"1
of her great mineral wealth, of her public schools, colleges and institutions and of her present cash on
r
hand which on September 31 amountetd to $592,768.29, what may the people of this commonwealth, exported to have mutinied this morning'" Manlgal,,
signed a for. 4
and killed from 200 to 300 irmchns T mal statement concerning the 4
pect in view of their past record.
But more startling than the total deficit of $127,339.97 left by the Thornton administration, are the
The rebels occupied Suit Ting Fu yes 4 case,
4 Since returning these Indict
details of the disposal of the monry in less than four years in a manner to make that deficit.
terday.
4 ments the orand iurv has found 4
One of the first and foremost items is the penitentiary budget, conducted under a democratic adminisIt is believed that the revolutiona- - "" t,me to take up other matters, 4
tration.
4
but
has
returned from time to 4
ries will attempt to destroy the rail- Here is democratic deficit for conducting the territorial prison and it needs absolutely no comment:
'
to consideration of the case 4
FORTY-EIGHTways and prevent the transport into 4 time
PENITENTIARY CURRENT EXPENSES FOR THE
AND FORTY-NINTto investigate which it was con- - 4
FISCAL YEARS, $18,468.82.
Hu Peh province of the troops that 4 vened.
4
4
Is that the kind of work the democrats propose to bring the administration of New Mexico affairs if
were concentrated in Sze Chuen last
one minor indictment.
not 4
the democratic party Is sucessful at the polls next month?
connected with the McNamara 4
month.
will
4
be
Is that the kind of business ability the people oft New Mexico want to see in power In this state?
case,
returned
4
tomorrow,
An imperial edict issued today or-4 the state to
It is easy to slander, abuse and falsely charge-Jth- e
labor warfare 4
republican party with all the political crimes in the
ders that the minister of war, Gen-- 4 as a motive allege
for the explosion.
decalogue but the figures are here to show for themselves.
eral Yin Tchang, proceed to Hankow 4 The prosecution, in turn, will fol 4
A democratic administration in less than four years with a deficit fo $127,339.91
and nothing on
with two divisions of Peking troops "" low its tactics of yesterday In 4
hand. A republican administration since that time with a balance on hand of $592,768.29 and no deficit
or
T
tne 4
about 20.000 nf whnm
jcung 10 tms pnase
People who can be. swayed by every passing breeze of political slander, who can be made to follow blind4 examination
that It is 4
holding
v..
ly by the mere statement that this' man or that party is corrupt, can nnever be Influenced by facts.
1DW commanoer or tine unin- lum
"not relevant at this time to the 4
But men who think, who reason and who decide with justice can not controvert the facts and If they
ese navy, Admiral
is 4 main Issue,' that of an Individual, 4
decide for themselves truthfully, they cannot vote to put Into power the same corrupt, Incompentent and
""
not a labor union, on trial.
commanded to assemble a fleet of
incapable gang of democratic bosses who ran the Thornton administration and are now the men who nomia legal holiday 4
. O'umbua day,
nated the democratic slate, Thornton himself being one of them and Felix Martinez of Texas directing the
warships in the Yanz Tse Kianir rlv.
In
halted today the 4
- and Join the land forces in an at- personnel of the slate.
U trialthisof- - state,
James B. McNamara. 4
Here Is a short but simple table showing In a few words and figures, the administration of the democratic
on
I
tacit
tne reoeis now in possession 4 When court reconvenes tomor-- 4
ring during the less than four yeay they had at the pie counter:
of Wu Chang, Hankow and Han Yang. I rw the examination of talesmen 4
RECORD OF DEFICITS
i
5f3r1l1'I!"'Wi
, 4
The, edict cashiers th vioftro'v at "" wl"In 09 resumed
Amount owed for Rewards
2,114.42
be- - 4
the
4
....$
county
jail
today,
Wu Chang who fled before the rebels
:
.
current
,18,492.83
expense
r.
Penitentiary
4 sides James B. McNamara and 4
- I . Miscellaneous,
.
.A. . .1 . . . . .
.t :
M,8B2.S2
expenses 48th and 49th
but at the same time orders him to 4 his brother, John J., indicted 4
yea'.
V 8,897.40
Salaries
for 48th and 49th fiscal years
return to his post and retrieve his 4 likewise with him and awaiting 4
.
4,909.00
Supreme Court Fund
12 4
He is threatened wlt,h 4 a separate trial, were thewere
reputation.
9,443.95
Militia Fund
veniremen
who
4
4
temporarily
..... 15,616.74
Miscellaneous (a wonderful collection)
severe punishment if he fails to re- 4 drafted into the
jury box for 4
55,243.00
Deficit of unpaid Interest
capture Wu Chang.
4 preliminary examination when
127,339.91
TOTAL DEFICIT
A' telegram from Hankow states 4 court
adjourned
yesterday. 4
It had been
This is briefly and concisely the story of democratic ring rule In this territory In less than four years
expected 4
that at the most four battalions re- - 4 Though
this process would consti- - 4
it tells in their own figures, the mismanagement and incompetency of the democratic gang that now
and
that
4
main, loyal. It is known that three 4 tute a perfunctory and monoton- - 4
to fool the voters of the new state.
pleads bonest government, economy and civic righteousness In an effort
Wu Chang regiments of infantry and 4 ous chapter in the trial, likely 4
To further emphasize what a democratic administration means to New Mexico at this time, it might be
added right here, that when the last democratic treasurer made his repcrt on the finances of the territory,
one regiment of artillery revolted.
4 to drag through many weeksN 4
result of yes. 4
he reported that the territory owed $55,243 interest on account of her bended Indebtedness. Yet had the
The American gun boat Helena and 4 the situation as a of
Initial 4
the
money, levied and collected, been Judiciously expended, not only could this Interest have been paid but there
4
terday's
quizzing
were
the Japanese cruiser Thushlma
would have been a surplus In addition, In the Interest fund..
veniremen has changed some 4
4
expected at Hankow today. Several 4 what and it Is believed that 4
The money that was lost through mismanagiment and Incompetency In every other department ofBritish warships have been ordered 4 many a passage at arms will en- - 4
would have not only paid the Interest on the bonded debt but it would have contributed ma- ,
government,
4
over
the
counsel
sue
between
4
to
and
women
The
thither.
to proceed
cutting down the general deficit.
terially
of the competency of 4
But that is not all. It took a tax. levy of 10.80 mills to run New Mexico In those days of democracy
children living on the water front 4 question
4 talesmen who may have formed 4
expended for good roads,'
despite the fact that under a republican regime and with money being Judiciously
slept aboard the merchant steamers 4 an opinion concerning warfare 4
educational purposes, a mansion for the governor, an
for
scenic
a
Institutions,
buildings
public
highway,
4
in the harbor last night
4 between 'capital and union labor.
addition to the capitol, advertising for immigration and publicity work for the upbuilding of the state, with
4 Attorneys for the defense to--- 4
Situation Serious
the tax rate for New Mexico today entering
prosperity on all sides and a bright outlook for the future,
day declared they would conti- 4
statehood is but ten mills. And It should be borne In mind also that there is absolutely no deficit and
upon
Hankow, China, Oct. 12. It s re- 4
in
of
4
action
yesterday
4 nue their
the state has In the treasury, as shown by the books of her auditor, $592,768.29..
ported that Chang Sha, capital of Huseeking to determine the state of 4
Moreover, New Mexico has a good constitution, a document that gives equal rights to all without regard
at
and
that
revolt
in
4 mind of every possible juror 4
nan, has risen
color or previous condition of servitude. It Is a safe, decent and able constitution that will Insure
to
race,
4
,'
the southern Vc&pdtal of 4 as to trade unionism.
who toils his rights and the Investor m honest enterprises, a chance to do business.. It protects man'
the
Kan Su, of the Yamas, of vie viceroy 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4.4 4 4 4
"American" brother, in one and the same clause and it was made and cham- .
the Mexican and his
'
and Tatar general, have been destroythe
republican party
pioned by
ed. ' Twenty miles of Peking and HanThe Repjublloan administration, succeeding the Thornton administration,, cut the tax rate to six per
TAFT IS
cent for territorial purposes, buift up the schools, paid off the Interest, wiped out the deficit and has put In
kow railway has been torn up and PRESIDENT
its place a substantial supply of cash on hand something unheard of to the democratic bosses who now
the bridges burned. The situation is
seek to plunder New Mexico by raising the cry of good government
most serious.
GREETED IN OREGON
There is one thing plainly before the people and that Is that the republican party apells prosperity,
t
The losses In the fighting aggre
the man who
good government, progress and stable management. Under the republican-governmento New Mexico
gate several hundred, but practically
works will have employment the capitalist, looking for honest Investments, can safely turn
'
In
under
hand
two
hand
that
slo
work
principles.
and
wealth
A
go
republican
S!Z
Manchus.
are
The
LARGE
TO
dead
SPEECH
things
the
MAKES
all
adding
In power,
back
Thornton
ran
old
under
of
the
gets
that
s
territory
It the same
gang
political hypocrites
gan of the movement evidently
ED CROWD AND MAKES PEO-- ;
the next administration will see Jn New Mexico higher taxes, a looted treasury, a deficit In public tofunds,
"down with the Manchus." Thus fiir
PLE A PROMISE
state lands gone or so involved as to be useless to the rank and file of the people, who are entitled will their
be
there has been no indication of ani
benefits. If the democratlo bosses are given the reins of government, our educational institutions new
state
labor alike will be out of employment and our
and
our
our
mosity against foreigners on the part
progress
capital
wrecked,
stopped,
Salem, Ore., Oct. 12. President
overcome.
of the revolutionists.
given a setback at home and In the other states that It will require years to
Taft, amid great applause, promised
These are serious times for New Mexico and for her people. In the next thirty days, It Is for the
the people of the Oregon capital 10
voters to decide whether they want
by men who bankrupted Naw Mexico In lesa than four
DISCUSS CITY BOOMING.
under republithat the battleship Oregon would
years or whether they want a continuance of progress and prosperity, which they have seen
day
can administration. The chief opposition comes to the republican party from without New Mexico. It
Louisville, Ky., Oct. 12. Executive be tli first esM:' to pass through thi
comes from California and it comes from Texas. It comes from men- who are well known, whose methods
officials of the chambers of commerce
I'nnama canal if he had the power
known whose desires, objects and aims are well known. It comes from those who care naught for
are
leadIn
the
and other trade bodies
the time
at
weal of New Mexico or her people but who are desperately set upon wresting from the people the
the
ing cities of the country assembled
He made the principal speech oi ti is
reins of government.
convenhere, today for a three days'
3 a
here ai the court i house
Every man on the democratic ticket Is a man connected In some way with outside corporate
tion of the American association of otay
and most of them are attorneys. The cry raised by this gang against the republican ticket
wealth
in
front
the
filled
that
square
commercial exchanges. Advertising thrt.nn
leaders is an old one. It Is worn out It has already failed its purpose because it is not true.
its
and
Governor West introduced Mr.
facts are plain and the facts are here set forth for all honest voters and citizens to consider.
as a means of municipal development cf it.
The
him to "a state of
New Mexico Is to be the land of the people, as It has always been, and not the land of agitators, polila the chief topic to "be discussed. Taft, welcoming
law and popular government
ticians, office seekers, and schemers from nearby etates who can leave New' Mexico at the end of the
Secretary Nagel of the departmen'. papular w he-r- we have the recall but
that what property rights they may have in New Mexico
A
state
campaign and have nothing at stake well knowing
Hub'
of commerce and labor, Elbert
a republican administration.
under
safe
are
and
so
are
the
upright
judges
bard and other men of prominence where
In inaugurating a campaign for plunder only, the democrats have made a fatal mistake. Had they cast
so just that we do not need it lnd
.
are scheduled for addresses.
the men with the records for incompetence and mismanagement, for deficits and plunder, they might
aside
'
they do not fear it."
have been In a position to go before the people. Aa they stand today, however, they have the worst party
.
,;
Leaving at 11 o'clock the president
record In New Mexico to face and the facts are plain.
24 hour run down the
on
a
started
INDIANS.
CONVENTION OF
coast to Sacramento, a Cilf., with only
Columbus, O., Oct 12. The Ameria few brief car-enspeeches schedul
ora
national
can Indian association,
BIG SNOWSTORM IN MONTAiNA.
So
AVIATOR'S FLIGHT SUCCESSFUL.
between.
ed
in
flight covered fully 11 mile
and
Indians
of
progressive
ganization
12. The perfect was Walsh's control of ?he
N.
Oct.
M.,
Albuquerque,
Anaconda, Mont., Oct. 12. Twenty-thre- e
met
here
friends of Indian progress,
of Charles F. Walsh in a Cur-tfs- s machine that he alighted within a
COLUMBUS DAY.
flights
as
Inches of snow' fell here up to
conference
a
four
for
days'
today
biplane at the first state fair yes- few inches cl whetfa he started. The midnight las
Austin, Texas, Oct. if. Fifteen
the guest of Ohio State University.
night, prostrating telemade tomorrow
Plans for the general advancement thousand persons, including members terday were seen by a large and final flights will be
and
wires in. all digraph
telephone
Walsh mada afternoon. People are coming in
of the race are to be discussed by nu- of Catholic societies, military and pa- enthusiastic crowd.
rections
and
to
out of commiswitness
state
of
turns
thrilled
the
putting
and
all
from
that
the
parts
participated many dips
merous Indians who have won suc- triotic organizations,
most
all
sion
is
specwhich
the
celebration
times
practically
at
at
telephones hera
He
traveled
the
in
statewide
a
exhibition,
spectators.
and
here
today
cess in business, the professions
The streets are nearly impassible.
the rate of 62 miles an hour. His tacular ever held in the southwest
Columbus day.
of
.
'
life.
public
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THE INITIATIVE
AND REFERENDUM
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IMPERIAL

CITY EDITION
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IS

12, 1911.
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4
4

lead
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DECREE GRANTED IN TOLEDO,
O,
AS RESULT OF ACTION FILED,

4
4
4
4 IS
4

astray.

LAST SUMMER
FAR

REACHING

IN

SCOPE

4.

"As you are all sustained by the 4
v wrong arm of the government"
4 THE COURT DECISION WILL 8ET
4 he said, "you should help to up- - 4
IMPORTANT PRECEDENT IN
4hold that arm. There are now a 4
CASES
4 few great questions In the pollti- - 4
4 cal world about which I wish to 4
4 speak. There are before the na- - 4 Toledo, O., Oct 12. In
the federal
4 ition several proposals to make 4 court
here today, Judge John M. K0-li- s
4 changes. In the organic law of 4
rendered a decree In favor' of the
4 the government.' It is proposed 4
4 that the United States senators 4 government in the 'case brought by.
4 shall be electedi by" the popular 4 the United States
attorney general
"4 vote and' n6t
by the legislators, 4
4 as laid down In the constitution 4 last summer In Cleveland against tho
4 of the country. It Is further pro-- 4 General Electric company and about
posed tnat acts of the leaisla- - 4 40 subsidiary companies controlled by ".
4 ture shall have no. force until 4 the General Electric
company un:ir
4 submitted to a popular vote of 4
law.
4 the people,' and that the peo-- 4 the Sherman antl-trtiThe decree order the Genfrul EU.c- pie shall have the veto for all 4
"
4 legislation. It is also proposed, 4 trie company to conduct all its b
4 to give the people trie power to 4 ness under ita own name and the ii
4 recall judges before their terms 4 solution of
the National Electric Lamp
4 expire if they are found to be 4
4 mercenary'
4 company and about 35 subsidiary cor4 "Thess are grave questions. 4 porations. The petition was dismisol
4 I would venture to say that 4 as to the Kentucky Electrical
t
4 these measures
result In 4
The contention of the govern4 any advantage to our country. 4
4 If you cannot trust your leglsla- - 4 ment was that the peneral Ele?tr!
4 lature, how can you trust the 4- - company and subsidiary corycrnticT.
e united States senate?
If you 4 ha dentered into an unlawful com In
4 cannot trust the United States 4 tlon in restraint
of trade.
4 senate, how can yo'us trust our 4
4 form of government?t;A few jeg- - 4
4 islatures are unworthj, but
4
4 not fair, and Just to, place all 4 NO PAROLE GRANTED
4 legislatures in the same cate- - 4
4 gory.
Y'.V 4
4 "Th. power
thetdaaart-TO BANKER WALSH
of the legislature is not repre- - 4
4 sentative government. It is mob 4
4 law. The recall of Judges is an 4
CHICAGO FINANCIER
WILL
BE
4 insult to' the integrity and self-- 4
4 respect of our judiciary : Better 4
OBLIGED TO SERVE REMAIIi.
4 a venal judge here or there than 4
DER OF TERM
4 to have all the Judges on the 4
4 bench slaves," who sit with their 4
4 eara to the ground to hear the 4
Leavenworth, Kan., Oct 12. In the
'
4 popular will.";
4 first
list of paroles granted by the
4
4 4 4 4 4 .4 ,.4 4 4 4
4
reaerai board of parole at Its last
meeting the name of John R. Walsh,
the Chicago banker, does not appear.
MADERO WILLING TO
Either 10 or 11 men, at least two--- ,
of whom were bankers, have been orMAN dered released, it is understood. .'
ACCEPT
Walsh's hearing came before that-o- f
some of the men who are to be
SAYS. HE WILL WORK TO BEST paroled, it is understood. Aa the cas-e-s
OF HIS ABILITY WITH ANY
are taken up numerically by
this is thought to tie an unfav
VICE PRESIDENT
"
orable sign for Walsh. '
,
12. President
Mexico City, Oct.
Elect Madero issued a atatetment toGUADALUPE COUNTY
day in which be said:
"I will accept without question and
will work harmoniously with the
NAHESJANDIDATES
man whom the people ohose as
despite my deeire for the
election of Pino Suarez."
STRONG TICKET IS NAMED; MEETMadero denied that he had forced
ING ADDRESSED BY ROMERO,.
Suarez on the people, saying he had
WARD AND LEAHY.
merely recommended him.
Ten Days Will Decide
Santa Rosa, N. M., Oct. 12. At 4
Washington, Oct 12. Ten days o'clock this
morning the republican
should determine whether Francisco
convention for Guadalupe county comde la Barra, Pino Suarez or Francisits labors after having nominco Vasquez Gomez has been elected pleted
ated a magnificent' ticket David J.
vice president of Mexico by popular
Leahy and Charles W. G. Ward of
vote. If no majority of the electoral Las
Vegas, candidates respectively for
vote shows for either candidate and
and district attorney of the
judge
the election is thrown into the hcam-b- e Fourth
judicial district, were'
rot deputies, the choice can be and, made speeches which werepresent
warmknown hardly before, November 1.
ly applauded, as did Charles A. Spies
and Sec. Romero, also of Las Vegasv
A MIXTURE OF CROPS.
Guadalupe republicans are firmly unit
Marshalltown, la., Oct, 12. At the ed and there Is every indication ther
prevailing high prices for 'the two county will go strongly republican for
great American staples, an abund- the state as well as the county
ance of wealth and happiness may ticket
"
be expected to result front the wedThe ticket nominated is as follows r
ding here today of Miss Alta Cotton, Clerk of the probate court, George
daughter of a prominent fanner of Sena; probate judge, A. P. Moya;
this county, and Mr. George Wheat of sheriff, Jose Guran; assessor,
;
this city.
county commissioners, WU.
Bam E. Chapman, Gilbert Crespfn, J.
AN ACQUITTAL FOR $3,000.
P. Sandoval; superintendent of coun
Kansas City, Oct, 12. An affidavit ty schools, J. y, Gallepos; treasurer
signed by Dr. B. Clark Hyde, In which and collector, Camilo Sanchez; sun.
he charged that Deputy County Mar-sa- veyor, Enrique Aragon ; representa' Harry C. Hoffman told him that tive, J. J. Arastns.
for $1,500 be could bang the Jury in
the first Hyde trial and for $3,000
he could secure an acquittal, waa inJose Dario Gutierrez, a sheep maa
troduced (.at the hearing of Hyde's of the lower Pe-o- s country, who baa
several daya oa
application for change of venua here been in Las "Ve-- -s
business, returned home today.
tday.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

serving and associating of sounds with
that I mastetred the 15 ani- ARE YOU FREE
MAN CAN TALK! actions
mal languages I am familiar wiib, I

LANGUAGE

OF

BRUTES
CHARLES KELLOGG CLAIMS TO Be
ABLE TO CONVERSE WITH 15
KINDS OF ANIMALS

began on domestic chickens and gradually extended my study to include
such wild animals and reptiles as the
bear, the lizard and the rattlesnake.
"For those who are accustomed to
think only human languages, 15 will
probably seem a most extraordinary
number to master In a lifetime, but It
must be remembered that the further
down the scale of civilization one goes
the less need is there for words to express Ideas, for the very simple rea
son that there are fewer Ideas to ex
press. There are, according to Web
ster, something like 400,000 words In
the English language. Shakespeare is
said to have used 15,000; and the ee
timated active vocabulary of the average man Is under two thousand. The
Inhabitants of Terra del
Fueeo have less' than 500, and the
squalor-dulle-d
peasants of eastern Rus
sia have less than 300 words in their
vocabularies. It will be observed that
the further down the scale of human
development one goes the less highly
developed be will find the language.
And the same holds true of the other
animals.
,

Cambridge, Mass.. Oct 12. Charles
Kellogg of California, who, if not a
nature-faker- ,
Is on of the most remarkable human beings of all time,
arrived at the Hotel Bellevue thl3
week from Paris and is awaiting an
Interview with professors from Harvard's department of science, confident that he will convince them of
his ability to converse with animals.
Mr. Kellog has just returned from
Kurope, where he gave demonstrations of his unique power before pro
fessors of the universities of Paris and
Berlin. '
According to Mr. Kellog, he has ac
complished in reality during a life
spent In the wilds of the Sierra Nev- "Using a system of hieroglyphics
t ada mountains In California what the
modelled upon the modern Chinese
genius of Kipling makes Mowgll ac system, 1 have complied a dictionary
complish during a childhood passed in of the language of the ordinary brown
the tropical Jungle. But, unlike the or hearth cricket, which has the most
child of Kipling's 'brain; Kellogg has
highly developed language of any of
for friends only the animals of the the animals I am familiar with though
temperate American west He knows I have reason to suspect the monkeys
not the language of the tropical are
superior in thJs respect. From my
monkey, though he has often talked dictionary I find there are 27 elemen
"bear" with the grizzlies of the Sierra tal words or sounds, and 85 other
Nevadas. Crickets, squirrels, lizards words made
up of various combina
and rattlesnakes are some of the oth- tions of the original 27, a cumulative
er animals whose languages Mr. Kelsystem not unlike that of the Germans.
logg speaks fluently.
The number of words or sounds in
"The scientists of Harvard have f.or other animal languages I am familiar
years been recognized as the court of with varies from 12 to 95.
last appeal in matters of this kind,"
Strangely enough, the dog, which we
said Mr. Kellogg today. "Though I
,
have convinced the savants of Europe are accustomed to regard as of a
is markedorder
of
Intelligence,
of the truth of my contentions, I shall
not rest content until the professors ly deficient in the matter of language,
of this great university have likewise both the grizzily bear and the rattleIn
Since snake being vastly his superior.
acknowledged my powers.
watchof
the
the
ordinary
vocabulary
Prof. Hugo Muenaterberg, revealed to
the world the miserable tricks by dog there are but 17 sounds. I knew
one dog, an exceptionally intelligent
which the
medium Mme.
who regularly used 21 sounds
imposed upon both lay and sci- collie,
The addientific Europe for twenty years, the in- ordinary conversation.
were
of my
Inventions
four
tional
Intelligent public has been Inclined to
him
to
was
teach
able
I
which
own,
await the verdict of Harvard before
months of constant
after
many
only
wanwhich
accepting any conception
labor.
ders far from he beaten paths.
"This lack of linguistic develop"But, after all, the idea of man
on the part of dogs proceeds, I
ment
with animals is not nearly so
absurd as it would at first appear. believe, not from any lack of Intelli
from lack of a
Scientifically considered, it Is not ev-- ! gence, but rather
en radical. How does a child learn to means of expression. - To a far great
talk? It hears certain sounds arid er extent than any other animal of
sees that they have ertain meanings. my acquaintance, dogs depend upon
their intuition, a faculty which is de
J i i tr (iv. l. .i ii ci i, uuiiifiii ui5anp uaro it tnr j i
in them to a remarkable demaking that that particular sound for veloped
seem almost to read each
gree.
They
centuries is proof enough that his own
of
vocal organs are naturally suited for other's mind without any exchange
whatsoever.
signals
reproducing it. Therefore, having the
When I first began the study of
nroDer instrument, he has merelv to
I ex
experiment a bit upon Its keyboard in the languages of wild animals
in
approachdifficulty
great
order to speak the words his senses perienced
ing them. For a time I had first to
have recorded.
learn as best I could from a distance
''No, reasonable man can deny that
sounds.
the higher animals have a means of a few of the more important
as I became more
Then
gradually,
It
I
communication.
myself think
familiar with the animal world In genprobable, that all forms of life, howthe difficulty entirely disappeareral,
ever primitive, possess this faculty,
ed. Now I am afraid of no animal,
of
course
of
belief
the
though
proof
I encounter very few that how
is not entirely practicable. Wherever and
least
the
timidity in my presence.
commuanimals associate freely they
"When I come before the Harvard
nicate with each other, though, anim
als of the same species have a more professors I shall permit them to
than bring forward any number of specinearly perfect understanding
mens of the animals I have mentioned
those of different species.
"It was by years of constant ob- - and I shall prove to their entire satis- semi-savag-

-
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A LITTLE DANDERINE WILL
MAKE YOUR HAIR LUSTROUS,

SOFT, FLUFFY, ABUNDANT
Get a 25 Cent Bottle Now and
Forever Stop Falling Hair, Itching
Scalp and Dandruff

-F-

ROM

Colds, Indigestion,
Headaches,
Pains, Constipation, Sour Stomach,
Dizziness) If you are not, the most
effective, prompt and pleasant
method of getting rid of them is to
take, now and then, a desertspoon-fu- l
of the ever refreshing and truly
beneficial laxative remedy Syrup
of Figs and Elixir of Senna. It is
well Known throughout the world
as the best of family laxative remedies, because it acts so gently and
strengthens naturally without irritating the system in any way.
To get its beneficial effects it is
always necessary to buy the genuine, manufactured by the California
Fig Syrup Co., bearing the name
of the Company, plainly printed on
the front of every package,

THURSDAY,

NEWEST AND MOST AUTHENTIC FALL AND WINTER
MODELS IN OUTERGARMENTS AND MILLINERY

Here Is Las Vegas most extensive and authoritative
Winter,

new models, patterns and colors are here in readiness to greet the new season all
distinctive and yet thoroughly practical.
all
new,
delightfully
refreshingly
'
This showing is of great value and interest to every woman, ror it brings first-hanfashion Information
that is Indispensable for the satisfactory selection of correct Fall and Winter apparel, either now or later on.
d

faction that a perfect understanding
There Is, furthermore, a great deal of satisfaction In choosing at the very beginning of the season
exists between me and, the" animals,
assortments are absolutely new. fresh and unbroken and when prices are as low as ours.
while
If I do not I shall be perfectly willing
to be branded a nature faker."
Although Mr. Kellogg admits that
Permit us to introduce you to these new arrivals
his ability to iterpret the enunciations
of animals is the result of long and
now while they are at their best.
.
arduous study, he Insists that his
ability to make himself understood,
to imitate the sounds of these animHe says he can
als, Is
without the least difficulty reproduce
Every one knpws the exclusive
any sound that comes from an animOne-piec- e
This season we have secured the well known and
Style of Gage hats. This season wo
al's throat. He has a peculiarly con
"Wooltex"
ot
the
excellent
to
an
them
hare
garments,
variety
the
popular
adding
structed palate, no tonsils, and the
lines we have always carried.
.
latest models in this oppular line
cord connecting the teeth with the
The new models in one piece
our
with
These
garments,
of
previous
lines,
millinery.
gives U3
lower lip is entirely missing, but he
dresses are especially desirable.
ot
an
the newest and best
unusually large variety,
has been assured by the most noted
Most
models have a slightly
in Women's Suits. Prices range from
raised waist line, .many have the t
specialists that there is nothing ab
new Nippon sleeve ' and all of
normal about his tlhroat and vocal
. $13.50 to $45.00
cords. They are at a loss to account
them have skirts designed along
for his strange gift.
the newest lines.
E00d taUored Suit of a11
Mr. Kellogg exhibits' a letter signed
These come in both wool and silk
wooi fanCy
and are neatly and tastefully
suiting, with
by a French ornithologist of note In
guaranteed linings, best inner linings and newest
trimmed. Prices from
which the eavant pays high tribute
to his powers. Freely translated, the
style lines
$13.50
$7.50 to $65.00
letter reads in part as follows:
The powers of this man are almost
supernatural. When we of the academy gave M. Kellogg1 an interview we
were more than half prepared to find
We have just received a large vaa paltry charlatan with a few cheap
riety of the latest novelties in
tricks which could easily be disposed
waists. When you visit us don't
of by a person of intelligence. Infail to see them.
stead we found a man whom nature
ESTABUSHED 7862
$8.00 to $10.00
seems to have endowed with a sort
fgS
of universal understanding.
"More than a dozen birds of various
varieties were brought into his pres
ence, and with each of these he ex
changed sounds, the birds appearing
MONUMENT TO CONFEDERATE.
to answer his Intonations as tf in per TAKES PHOTOS OF THOUGHTS
The blue and the g)ay joined ia
f
fect understanding of signals given."
Philadelphia, Pa, Oct. 12. The
Got
Im
Has
He
Scientist
French
Says
blue
and the gray joined in exercises
on
of
Them
Sensitive
pressions
this afternoon attending the unveil
Plates.
FIRE
A
MASS OF
SKIN
ing of a monument erected by the
Much interest has been niou."ed i"i federal givernment In JPltville NaHorrible torture pain unendurable Paris by the announcement ot tn; tional cemetery, in Germantown, in
scientific Investigator, memory of the 220 Confederate soldays when the whole body seems wellkrown
success of
to be burning up long nights of sleep- Commander Darget, of the
human diers buried there.
in
photographing
experiments
less agony
thought.
PACIFIC COAST BAPTISTS.
The- nCommander Darget, who has devotee
and
cooled
Instant relief the skin
Vallejo, Cal Oct. lz two hun
a long time to the study of hypuotisrr.
refreshed all burning and itching and kindred subjects, stated to tie dred delegates and visitors from half
Handled Exclusively in Las Vegas
Academy of Science that after mr.ny a dozen states are attending the con,
gone!
in
obtaining vention of the, Pacific Coast associa
Thousands testify to this thou trials he had succeeded
photographic impressions of thoughts tion of Baptist churches which
sands who suffered from eczema, Pso of
concrete objects. He produced ar
riasis and other skin troubles, until evidence two photographs, one show opened here today. The convention
sessions will last three days.
they heard of that simple cooling wash ing a walking stick and the other r
of wintergreen, thymol and other In bottle, In each case the Image beinn
TABLET FOR JESUITS.
gredients known as D. D. D. Prescrip perfectly distinct.'1
Mexico's
In explanation of his achievement,
Rochester, N. Y., Oct 12. With intion.
the following teresting exercises conducted by the
J. Samuel Lewis of St Paul, Minn., Commander Darget gave
account of the process:
Knights of ColumbuB of Rochester
writes: "I used three bottles of D. D.
Everyone recognizes
After staring a long time on the ob- and vicinity a bronze tablet was dediSuperiority of
D. Prescription, and now my skin,
to be photographed in a strong cated
ject
of
the
in
Even
Jesuit
brands
our Competitors .
memory
today
once a mass of fire and irritation, is red light, concentrating all his attenat
missionaries
where
Point,
Farley's
aM
tion on it, he fixed his gaze with
as smooth and soft as a child's.'
the first church was built in 1656.
A 25c trial bottle will give you po the will power at his command on ,n
had
that
previously
.
photographic plate
sitive proof!
Every man can be wrong, but not
been Immersed In a weak developer In
I am so certain of what D. D. D
room. At the end of a quarter every man may be president. .
a
dark
will do for you that 1 offer you a full of an hour the image of the object' apif you peared on the negative.
ize bottle on this guarantee:
the commander's
do not find that it takes away the
According to
theory, these astonishing results are
Itch AT ONCE, it costs you not
due to certain obscure light rays
cent.
which h calls "V" rays.
Call here and tails it over.
God-give-

Gage Millinery

Wooltex Suits and Coats

Fvlrn
tuiUC
UAlia ViIiip

Waists

''Ditxmohd M"
'Old Homestead"
"Boss Patent"
The Leading Brands of High Patent Flour

Cherries Ilfeld Company
New
Lcvrgst Wholesalers
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TO WELCOME DUKE.
Quebec, Oct 12. The ancient city
of Quebec is In holiday dress in an
ticipation of the coming of His Royal
Highness the Duke of Connaught, the
new governor general of Canada, who
will arrive here tomorrow morning on
the steamship Empress of Ireland,
At noon His Royal Highness will take
the oath of office In the legislative
council chamber. He will attend
dinner and reception at Spencer
Wood in the evening and after
drive through the illuminated streets
of Quebec, will leave for Ottawa by
special train.
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Dayton, O., Oct 12, Delegates from
every part of the state were In attendance here today at the opening of
of the twenty-sixtannual convention
of the Ohio Woman's Suffrage asso
ciation. Several leaders of national
reputation are here to address , the
meeting, which will continue in ses
sion until Saturday.
h

The highest point of woman's happiness is, reached only through moth
erhood, in the clasping of her child
within her arms. Yet the mother-to-b- e
is often fearful of nature's ordeal
and shrinks from the suffering inci
dent to its consummation.
But for
nature's ills and discomforts nature
provides remedies, and in Mother's
Friend is to be found a medicine of
great value to every expectant mother.
It is an oily emulsion for external
application, composed of ingredients
which act with beneficial and soothing effect on those portions of the
It is intended
system involved
prepare the system for the crisis, an
thus relieve, in great part, the suffering through which the mother usually
passes. The regular use of Mother's
Friend will repay any mother in the
comfort it affords before, and the helpful restoration to health and strength
it brings about after baby comes.
Mother's Friend

keep.

The Want Ad. Habit Is the best all
round
good habit anyone can have.
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BRADFIELD REGULATOR

CO., Atlanta. Co.
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Anyone who will read each day The
Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to
select the
best opportunity that he
may find and then
follows up.the "lead," will
surely get quick
success.
The Want Ad. Habit is the one
habit that
will help people to get what
they want when
they want it.
Telephone your Want Ads. to The
Optic.

Write for our
,
understand that you have free book for
a great deal of fret work in your expectant moth- home.
ers which contains much valuable
Snobson I don't see the necessity
Information, and many suggestions
converwife
into the
for drawing my
of a helpful nature.
Robson

m

Some habits one should want to break
and
all bad habits are bad to

.

OHIO WOMAN SUFFRAGISTS
V

these

.

,
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Desirable Models in
Dresses
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DIDN'T UNDERSTAND.

Knowlton's Danderine from any druggist
or toil- -t counter, and just try it .

-

All of the beautiful

1

awaits

w

assembly of correct feminine apparel for Fall and

1911-191-

K. D. Goodall, E. Las Vegas, N. M,

Your hair becomes light, wavy, fluffy,
abundant and appears as soft, lustrous and
beautiful as a young girl's after a Danderine
hair cleanse. Just try this moisten a cloth
with a little Danderine and carefully draw it
through your hair, taking one small strand
at a time. This will cleanse the hair of dust,
dirt and excessive oil and in just a few
moments you have doubled the beauty of
your hair.

wJ

Jaunty Autumn Coats, Smart Suits, Winsome Waists,
Dainty Dresses, and Charming Hats at Exceedingly
Attractive Quotations

-

If you, Wish to Double the Beauty
of your Hair in Ten Minutes surely
Try a Danderine Hair Cleanse

particularly
delightful surprise
those who have been careless, whose hair
has been neglected or is scraggy, faded, dry,
brittle or thin. Besides beautifying the hair
at once, Danderine dissolves every particle
of dandruff: cleanses, purifies and invigorate the scalp, forever stopping itching and
'
falling hair.as
you will, after one application of
Try
Danderine you cannot find any dandruff or
a loose or falling hair, and your scalp will
never itch, but what will please you most
will be after a few weeks use when you will
actually see new hair fine and downy at
first yes but really new hair sprouting all
over the scalp. Danderine makes the hair
grow long, heavy and luxuriant and we can '
prove it. If you care for pretty, soft hair
and lots of it surely get a 25 cent bottle of

12, 1911.

Madam, We Are Ready For You with A Most Complete Exposition O- f-
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a Hottentot does of the traditions of
the Eskimos. The reader who
my western play devoid of
dramatic worth1 was a girl who never
had been west of Allentown Fa. and
yet on her dictum my play was returned as being not up to standard.
That very play was later produced by
a western manager to whom I had
sold it outright but who made thousands of dollars out of it"
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HONOR

CARDINAL.

Washington, D. C Oct 12. A collection of archbishops, bishops,
and "priests of the Roman
Catholic church, clad In their varicolored vestments, formed an impressive prelude to the ceremonies this
afternoon at the laying of the cornerstone for the Gibbons memorial
hau at the Catholic university. The
procession across the campus and
through the buildings of the university was led by Cardinal Gibbons,
who was attended y a large delegation of priests from the Baltimore
mon-signo- ri

OCTOBER

U. S. MAIL HELD UP BY BEAR

Mother With Two Cubs Stopped
Rural

a

Delivery Man and Gave
Him a Lively Fight.

12, 1911

THREt

AUTOS

WILL

NOT

SUPPLANT MULE

A mother bear with a Bat Nelson
battle gleam in her eye and an Ad
Wolgast fighting crouch and her two
little cubs held up Uncle Sam's mail
in the road between Sandy and Mar
mot and gave C. M. Bailey, rural mail
carrier on the route, the time of his NEW FANGLED BUZZ WAGON HAS
life when he accepted her challenge
ITS USES BUT IT CAN'T TAKE

IN ARMY

Saturday afternoon.
Bailey was driving leisurely along
toward Sandy in his mail wagon behind his two sturdy horses when the
t
as he rounded
bear popped
a curve. She was standing on her
haunches in the middle of the road in
a distinctly belligerent attitude, hei
cuba frisking about her. Bailey was
so surprised that he pullad up his
horses and waited for developments.
He didn't have to wait very long.
With a growl and a flourish of her
forepaws the bear made for the mail
carrier, the cubs waddling along after
her on all fours. Bailey's horses
snorted in terror at this unexpected
move by Mother Bruin and whirled
about in the road so sharply that the
wagon was upset and mall and mall
carrier spilled out in the dust.
As Bailey picked himself
up he
pulled his automatic revolver out of
his pocket and fired at the bear,
which was almost on him. The bullet
went true, and she rolled over in the
road, snarling and clawing. She seemed to have enough of battle,' for the
next minute she picked herself up and
scampered off into the woods with the
cubs, leaving a trail of blood behind
her.
As soon as the shaken Bailey could
collect himself he caught his horses,
which had stopped after running a
short distance down the road, ' and
with the aid of a party of autolsts
that came along soon after h righted
his wagon and hitched up. Morning
Oregonlan.

'

PLACE OF "LONG EARS."

...
INo
anxiety on
Baking-da- y
if you use
lit

Washington, Oct 12. "An army
without a mule would be like an aum
l l l
tomobile without an engine," said
General Henry T. Allen of the general staff.
-"All this talk about the automobile
A
.Vs truck supplanting the army mule '
m
r l if J
tommyrot.
"Mr. Mule Is more powerful than
ever."
An
army officer speaks of the
THE TITLE
"
army mule as "Mr. Mule," unless he
OF ALL
!T
J
diocese.
is Inexperienced; then he Is "shave
Upon arriving at the new memorial
'
.
tail."
hall, one wing of which is already
Anheuser-Busc- h
Twelve
thousand
mules
are
serving
completed, the cornerstone was laid
under the Stars and Stripes at the
in the tower section, or central porpresent time. During the Spanish-America- n
tion of the building. Exercises of a
1
4
war 50,000 mules saw actatsimple but impressive nature
ive
service.
Four mules at the army
tended the laying of the stone. In
A
m
standard of value are worth $900
addition to Cardinal Gibbons the
Sam
Uncle
Therefore,
has
$2,700,000
Rev.
included
the
Rt
Mgr.
speakers
invested in mules.
Thomas J. Shahan, rector of the uniThere are 12 automobile trucks In
F.
Dr.
Charles
the
Rev,
versity;
the
army and they are being tested
Aiken, dean of the theological deIt's impossible to improve upon it
and Purftfr because
the mule. The odds are on
against
Quality
Dr.
D.
W.
Rev.
and
the
it is brewed only from the best material and thoroughly aged partment,
the mule.
Shea, dean of the school of science
in the largest storage cellars in the world. Its mildness and low
Two troops of cavalry have just
of the university.
left Fort Riley, Kas.., for St Joseph,
The Gibbons Memorial Hal! Is to
percentage of alcohol makes it friends everywhere.
Miss., and return, a hike of 500 milea. ward
be added to the already imposing
from sheer Indolence and fat
CHICAGO BEER EXHIBIT
One troop is equipped with old style
group of buildings belonging to the
An army mule started a riot onoe.
Oct. 12. Beer making in
Chicago,
Bottle4 oily (with cork or crown
cavalry outfit. The other is fitted In 1873 a
Catholic university as . ,ermanent
cap) at th
regiment of cavalry and all its phases from the raw grain and
new
with
fangled accoutrements for three of
and enduring memorial to the fa
infantry were sent from St. hops to the finished product is to be'
Anheuser-Busc- h
men and beasts. Accompanying the
mous Baltimore prelate who has ai
Louis to the Yellowstone country on seen at the mammoth exhibition
St, Louis, Mo
troops are several automobile trucks, a survey. The band of the 17th was
ways manifested the keenest interest
which opened in Coliseum today as a
forage wagons, am notoriously bad. One
in the educational work of the MAY TRESPASS IN ENGLAND with mule-draw-n
the battery feature of the. .second, international
day
bulances and pack wain. It Is known to
church. The present year, making
which the mule belonged stopped
'.
Distributor
as It does the fiftieth anniversary of If You Do No Damage It Is Easy from experience that the mule will be in front of the 17th and the mule Brewer's congress. A working model
of a modern brewery ia one of the
Las Vegas
in at the finish, but there is soms
to Wander Through Private
N. JM.
Cardinal Gibbons' ordination to the
lifted his head, loafced at the band
principal features, of the , exhibition.
about
doubt
the
automobile.
Property.
an
priesthood and the twenty-fiftof the 17th and brayed loudly in tin
Miniature reproductions of the old
In
of
war
time
the
automobile
of
to
his
elevation
the
niversary
An William
very face of the bandmaster.
season it is pleasant to truck can be
this
At
Penn brewery in Pennsylvaif
there is an7 Irish artilleryman,
was selected as the most ap
used,
leave the dusty highway and take to sort of road at
pointing at the nia and the brewery of Samuel Adams
to
all
of
for
time
construction
the
carry
supplies band leader, shouted, "If I could finthe fields. But many timid pedestrians
had registered a kick against it I propriate
the memorial.
are frightened away by the notice from the railroad or coast to the field ger the heehaw I could beat the In Massachusetts are shown.
for
two
got
nothing
my work, and,
A
The brewers' congress, of which
The memorial hall, massively con "Trespassers Will Be Prosecuted." depots. Country bridges are not whole damned band playing."
years later, when I dropped into a structed of stone, is
of Agriculture James Wilbuilt to carry two or three tons, and
Secretary
for use They need have no fear.
j
designed
The musicians, insulted, started tor
theater in San Francisco, I saw my as a hall of residence
son
As
is
the
the
law
truck
the
could
therefore,
not
of
honorary president, will,
students
stands,
any
trespasser
be
hy
the Irishman, but he and the' mule,
who does the smallest damage in used extensively,
play presented under another name, the university. The structure will o
without special it is said the one using his fists ana continue its sessions for ten days.
I subsequently learned that the man
a fence, breaks a small branch, preparation. As a transport. Mr.
are
cupy a commanding site directly jures
the other his heels, routed the band. Among those in attendance
chemists
ager who originally produced it had across the campus from the adminis etc. can be summoned before a mag- Mule is strong. In field work, in
and
brewmasters
numerThe mule's army duties are
sold my manuscript for $2,000, hut as tration building, of the university. In istrate and fined. But if he does no carrying supplies to
BavFrance,
from
Prussia,
England,
regiments over ous and exacting. He is a pack andamage, the landlord must bring: an
I had neglected to copyright it I could the rear of the new building is Mich
and
other
broken
Africa
or
South
Bohemia,
mountainous
at
action
he
aria,
law
an
and
country,
of
the
get
"
'
injunction.
imal, he tails in the traces
"'
do nothing.
g
countries
igan avenue, the principal artery of This costs a lot of money, and unless has no superior. He climbs like a supply wagons, he races with the of the principal
FORTY-TWAFTER
But he Got Nothing
WRITING
communication with the national cap the trespasser is a man of means the goat and can live on as little as a field ambulances, he is used for sad of the world.1
"I wrote play after play, but the ital. The building will consist of a landlord won't bring his action at law. razorback hog. The mule can nego
PLAYS AN AUTHOR STILL
dle purposes in mountainous counWAS BROKE
NATIONAL C0NGRE83
managers could find 'nothing of inter- central or main portion with a largo All he can do otherwise is to ask you tiate country that an automobile can
try. He reaches the height of effi- FARMERS'
thouest in any of them. One day one of wing at each end. It will have a total to get out. "If you go peaceably you not approach.
O., Oct. 12.-Columbus,
when detailed to a mountain
can return an hour later, and repeat
There are 12 batteries of mountain ciency for he stands firm under flro. sand progressive farmers representSeveral unemployed actors were them found himself in a hole because length of 265 feet, and will afford ac- the
visit as often as you wish. Noth
battery,
of plays he had commodations for tbout 150 students.
artillery and Mr. Mule is the back
discussing theatrical affairs when a of the
ing numerous states rounded up in the
ing can be done beyond asking you to bone'
of
these
batteries.
He carries
Ohio capital today for the thirty-firs- t
stranger appeared. It was in Bryant ordered from a New York agent, and In a niche over the main entrance leave again. But if you resist then
BOOM WATERWAY SCHEME.
annual convention of the Fanners'
Ptrk in New York and every bench he came to me in a big hurry to help will be placed a large statue of Car- sufficient force can be used; and if the guns, the soldiers, subsistence for
Oct, 12. One of the most
Chicago,
man
and
and
beast
ammunition.
dinal Gibbons. The total cost of the you show fight you may be legally
had Its weary occupant The stranger him out.
National congress. Joshua Strange,
President Taft rode a gray mulo notable githerins ever eBsemhlpd of Marion, Ind., is
"I gave him the manuscript of a building will be about a quarter of a knocked down, your legs tied, and
carried a bundle of well worn manupresiding over the
from Manila to Baglo when he was in the history of the United States in sessions which are
yourself bundled on to the road.
scripts under his arm and shighed play which he had previously declared million dollars.
being held at the
of
interest
The landlord may, however, play governor general of the islands. Re- the
waterway develop
heavily as he took a' seat provided for to ibe the rottenest thing he had ever
and
will
last several days.
statehouse
some tricks on you. He can saw a
to Manila, he cabled Secre- ment was called tijrder in the Au
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him by a young professional whose read,' and we put It on. The play
to
various probIn
addition
discussing
a stream, so that you turning
Lekesto-thabridge
crossing
of War Root that the work of ditorium today when the
specialty when he is at work is clog made the biggest kind of a bit and his
will get a ducking, he can dig a pit tary
lems of practical and sicentific agrimet
Association
Gulf
Deep
Waterway
dancing.
creditors pounded down upon him. Facts About Indigestion and Its Relief for you to fall Into, and he can so fix road building) was progressing splen for its sixth annual convention. The culture the congress will listen to
"I'm the 'Unrecognized Playwright," When I demanded my 5 per cent roythe stile you are likely to cross that didly. Mr. Root wired back:
That Should Interest You
who will be heard
"Please report on condition of the association is endeavoring to secure prominent speakers
said the stranger. "None of you ever alty on the gross receipts he drew a
Although indigestion and dyspepsia you will break it, and then he can
on
of
the
subjects
a
good roads, tho
federal aid for the construction of
mule."
heard of me before, I presume?"
revolver and threatened to shoot me. are so prevalent, most people do not have you up before the magistrate.
natural
conservation
of
resources, the
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from
the
great
The first life lost in the war with deep waterway
"Tell us about yourself," said the I made my escape, and when I sought thoroughly understand their cause If you don't commit any damage, howof rail(the
to
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can
to
parcels
post
Mexico,
heart's
ever,
way
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by.
your
Spain1 was that of an army mule.
vaudeville favorite, whose specialty to have him arrested on the following and cure. There is no reason
of genmatters
rates
road
and
other
why content Answers.
Illinois
and
Mississippi rivers,
When the cruiser New York steamed the
is rough and tumble acrobatics.
.
day I found he had left the state with most people should not eat anything
and
bod
eral
.interest
commercial
of
importance.
Representatives
into Matanzas harbor and shelled the
"To begin with," remarked the Un- the evening's proceeds, leaving his they desire if they will only chew
Texas
to
Canadian
line
ies
from the
How Carnegie Got Library idea.
ayaiusa garrison cms mule came
recognized Playwright, after a pause, creditors in the lurch. My, but that it carefully and thoroughly.
Many
Dr. Andrew. Carnegie told an au down to the shore line and heehawed and Louisiana and from the
CHARITIES AND CORRECTIONS.
19
42
of
"I am the author
plays,
.
,
actually starve themselves into sick- dience at Liverpool the other day that his
play made a big hit!
to the Rocky Mountains filled
for
Milwaukee, Wis., Oct. 12. Several
the
war
American
contempt
It
sketches and five comic operas, not to
ness
The Manager Changed
through fear of eating evry he had "taken to library forming be
the body of the big theater, when Wil hundred men and women Interested
A
shell
took
him
ship.
amidships
"I once wrote a play, the subject
speak of a score of amateur playlets,
cause his father did it before him."
and
and his Spanish hostler reported him liam K.' Kavanaugh of St Louis, in sociological problems ' gathered
three or four hundred scenarios and of which was a popular fad, and, alfood, because it does not agree William Carnegie's efforts at library killed on
president of the association, called here today for the annual Wisconsin
the firing line.
a dozen or two novels and disquisi- though 26 plays on the same subject with them.
founding were, an Edinburgh contem
convention to order and delivered conference of Charities and Correc- the
About
this time 000 America l
tions upon the drama and theater."
The best thing to do is to fit your- porary points out, extremely modest as shave-tail- s
had been submitted to the manager
the
opening address. Occupying seats tiona. The meeting will .last three
were corralled in the in
compared with the work of his distinA Regular Clyde Fitch
T
on
the
speak of, mine was accepted as the self to digest any good food.
stage .were senators and rep days and will have as speakers. Dr.
struction
son. In 1808, Mr. Carnegie's
camps at Chickamauga, ad"Gee!" ejaculatetd the clog dancer. best. It was accepted on condition
We believe we can relieve dyspe guished
governors i of many Richard Cabot of Boston, Orlando D.
resentatives,
was a journeyman weaver in jacent to the 5.0,000 soldiers.
father
One
"You beat Clyde Fitch to the bat. that certain alterations be permitted. sia. We are so confident of this fact Dunfermline. He and two other driv dark
others
and
states
high In official lite. Lewis of New York, secretary of the
night the mules stampeded and
I consented and got my advance roy- that we guarantee and
the comple National Prison
What happened to 'em?"
The
addresses,
to
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opening
agreed
promise to sup ers of the shuttle met,
dashed through the camp, heehaw-in- g
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the
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appoint- er men of national
"It's a sad story," replied the Un- alty and looked forward to the produc ply the medicine free of all cost to convey the books they had In their reorganization
and snorting and kicking, throwreputation.
ment of committees occupied the
recognized Playwright, "but If you tion. I was not present, and when every one who will use it, who is not spective homes to one house. The ing the whole camp Into a panic.
out
libraries
combined
only figured
care to listen I shall take pleasure in the production was made the critics perfectly satisfied with the results
The Spaniards in the early days of greater part of thd initial session.
20 volumes.
The pioneers were joined
continue over
telling you just why we have no na- pounced upon 'it like wolves. They which it produces. We exact no promtheir
conquest brought the mule here, The proceedings will
other weavers, and they agreed to
and
tomorrow
Secretary
Saturday
tive drama in this country, as the cut it to pieces. One of them said I ises, and put" no one under any obliga- by
tax themselves to the extent of a few and he has served under the AmeriSAVED
of the Interior Fisher, Congressman WHAT
was a new author and if this was a tion whatever. Surely, nothing could pence per month, and from this fund can flag ever since the revolution.
managers declare.
"I began writing plays ten years sample of my work-- the least heard be fairer. We are located right here purchase new books. The little InstiGeneral Sherman as necretary of Underwood of Alabama, Governor
act In three from me in the future the better for and our reputation should be suffi- tution ultimately blossomed into the war placed an old army mule on the Harmon of Ohio, Senator Cullom of
ago. It was a
cient assurance of the genuineness Dunfermline Tradesmen's Library.
for six people. My hero was a rube the public.
retired list. It came about in this Illinois, former Governor Francis - of
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on the order of Jed Prouty. He has
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way: The mule grew old. The com- Missouri, Congressman
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toriea with It, but the French negligent and backward. "We are compelled," Bald he, "to improve our ma
chinery all the time because we are
all the time changing." The high
cost of labor, compelling constant
change, may be in this respect a national advantage.
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Since H. J. Hagerman has delivered
to
the Albuquerque' Journal-Democrthe democratic party for its private
use during the campaign, it will have
little effect as a vote 'getter. Jn
fact, the position it has taken ought
to add materially to the republican
majority. Hagerman has been trying
for a number of years to injure the
reputation of Hon H. O. Bursom, and
it is generally understood that he
employed the columns of the Journal
to aid him. Bu regardless of tbe
falsehoods and abuse that have been
heaped upon Mr. Bursum by the Hagerman gang, Mr. Bursum has steadily grown in popularity and;,! when
election day rolls around .he fwill receive the largest majority evt given
Mexico.
a candidate in
,

(Cash in Advance for Mall
Subscriptions.)
' Remit
by draft, check or money
rder. If sent otherwise we will not
With the democratic'.'canididate for
be responsible for loss..
6 pert men copies free on application. governor owned-- by a bunch of English land grabbers and ihe balance of
AT of the ticket owned by that saintly
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
statesman, Felix jfaiartines, the rank
PAID FOR.
and file of the democratic party will
ticket as
Advertisers are guaranteed the have to vote the republican
en-ot daily and weekly circulation a matter of self preservation.
o
f nay newspaper in Northeastern
Sew Mexico.
The Veeder brothers have launched
a candidate for flfstric Attorney. The
people will hardly care to place any
1911.
OCTOBER
12,
THURSDAY,
part of. the machinery; of the courts
in their hands.' '""'"
Even Haydon had to bow to the dic
tates of Boss Felix. Nobody thought
did.
he would ffUl, for ft. bt-he'.
o

The people n 'ay "choose" between
Sec. Romero ai'd Felix Martinez for
secretary of state. - - ........
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'WHAT EDISON SAW
Mr. Edison returns delighted to be
home again and with-- the conviction

can compare

that, no foreign land

He found several
with America.
things in Europe better than the corresponding things of this country and
3s frank to tell tis of them.
First among the matters of his
commendation are the highways of
France. '1 traveled over more than
2,000 miles of French roads," said he,
"and less than three miles were bad.
There was not a rut more; than two
Inches deep." It is doubtful if he
can find three consecutive miles of
good road in this country, that has
not more than one rut in it twi
"
I Inches deep.
But Germany made the deepest im- I I A 1.1.
I
l
l - ,
)reHiou uii uis uuua uuu e&uueu ma
varmest admiration. It' is the land
"wlwye organized enterprise has been
-ied on to its highest excellence.
"The whole empire, said he, "18 being electrified." He cites the case of
cne of his former "Newark boys"
has now in Germany charge of
60,000 men. 'Germany,' said he, "has
' a niTllion factories and Is building
i re, When a German sells ' $100
worth of goods they weigh thirty
pounds. When a Frenchman sells
5100 "worth they weigh 400 pounds.
When an Englishman sells $100 worth
they weigh half a ton'.' That means
that the Germans' deal, largely In
chemical products and other highly
concentrated values and sell little
raw material. But it must be taken
as a rhetorical rather than a mathematical statement.
The one respect in which we have
tlie industries of Europe outclassed,
s: ys .Mr.-- , Ed'pon, is machinery. He
found the Germans filling their fac- .

'
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PREFERS;. AVjNDMILL

No Expense Attached After Once Con
structed Gasoline Engine Is Good
for Cutting Feed; 11'
I prefer a windmill to A gasoline engine .for pumping water! as there is
practically no expense connected with
it after it Is erected." I have used one
now for six year with a well 240 feet
deep, and supply 'from 75 to 110 head
of cattle and horses and 50 to 100
head of hogs.
Only recently I put in a 10x10 foot
supply tank, and this comes in quite
handy, as there are occasionally times
when the wind does not blow for several days, and the tank - VP maintain
the supply, says a :wrltcrt-- ' la the Or
ange Judd Farmer.? A gasoline engine
Is preferable for grlnding"feed, as the
power is steady' and it can be used
at any time, regardless-o- f wrnd, while
it may also be moved, from place to
place where power Is needed.
.

FARM NOTES.

,

The drains should be, pfogerly laid
out and wrefullygradd.". ;
Be a manuracturerby... converting
the grain and hay grown ipon your
farm into finished" products.""Don't Sell hay and grain from your
land, it is poor farming? and will make
both you and your land poor..
When cloven, canbegrown profitable crops can 4$ cq&fftM the land
kept up by clover and lime.
If your plants.'Krjkjf aUand spindly
siof Be afraid to
thin them oufcil
cut go at them courageously.
Rich horse manure and urine from
cattle' Is lar superior to fergrain-fetilisers and very much cheaper.
Truckers prefer
j ;horse ma
nure for vegatAblei mj
jls finer,
richer arid can'fe spread easily.
the
The only WBjloflscte.aae
amount of smut in' corn Is to pluck
m.
off the smut-bi- s
wrtxbnrs
Good seed, rood mliTthB, good
comon sense are a pretty good combination,, if good crops are desired.
It is a great thjngto, know Just
when a plant needsj. 'war. :It is a
matter that requires! close observa-

fi

d

jt

'

tion.

String

4:'ji'"r;''-

in

beans-shoul-

double rows six' inches
part with
Just enough space between to allow

'
for cultivation
Keep up the warfare otf weeds in
the cornfields these( hot days, when
soil moisture needs to be f conserved
v
to its utmost limit
A profitable crop cannot be grown
on land deficient In humus, which is
the same thing as rotted sod or rotted
manure with fertilizer alone.
The loss Incurred from plant diseases is often underestimated by the
farmer, passes unrecognized or Is regarded as natural and Inevitable.
There is no professional study that
requires closer work than does the
development of the corn plant a
combination of brain, toll and nature.
It has been found that the seeds of
many weeds will retain their vitality
for fifteen to twenty-fiv- e
years, possibly longer, and not all of the given
year's seed grows in any one year.

Nell Mrs.. Dash'away
says she
can't bear to have her husband out of
her sight. Belle Is ha so very good,
or so very bad
f--.

It's hard to gej along with, peopla

who are always 'short?5
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CANDIDATES OUT FOR POSITIONS AND COACHES BAKER
AND TIPTON ARE BUSY.

MANY

Every day a squad of husky Normal
youths under the direction of Professor J. C. Baker and Leo Tipton is
being put through practioe stunts in
preparation for the coming football
season and by the time of the first
game will be in shape to give a good
accounting. Some 20 Normalites of
all shapes and sizes have been reporting for practice and from a
glance at the team and a look into
the record of the coaches it is easy
to see that prospects for the team
this year are good. The condidates
are fast and good sized but handicapped by lack of knowledge of the
game. Under the close direction of
Baker and Tipton, both of whom are
old gridiron veterans, this disadvantage should soon be removed. Several fast men have registered in the
night school, and are out practicing
each day. They will be a great addition to the team.
Among these are Douglas Hosklus
and Ted Hayward, both experienced
men on the field. Hoskins is a candidate for the quarterback position and
there seems to be every reason to believe he should make good.
Ho led
St. John's Military school team from
this position with great success and
handles himself in a fine manner in
football togs. Hayward played
ball back m "Hingis.cd" and
is fast and husky,' making a s'rong
addition to the back field.
In all probabilities the other back
field positions will be filled by Carl
Ellis and Koogler, both of t whom are
husky and fast in getting off. Those
who have seen Ellis beat out & bunt
when he was with the MacoDns know
that, with the ball in his arms, I he
other team will have to travel if it
wants to stop him. No doubt he will
be the mainstay of the bacit field. Both
Koogler and Ellis are good at booting
the ball, which will often eave the
game when a tight corner is reached.
They are spending about half an hour
every evening at drop kicking.
The line will be hard to pick, as
there are a large number of big fellows out for these positions and all
are fast in getting away. That the
boys have a team to buck up against
in practice it has been suggested that
some of the old time football players
come out in togs and take a hand at
resisting the husky Normals. It Is
easy to work up a good defense but
for the offense it takes experience.
This can only be secured by having a
strong bunch in the way to stop the
player when he comes around end or
through the center.
Yesterday afternoon the boys spent
a half hour kicking the ball around to
get used to the feeling of the leather
and wear off the scoreness from previous practices.1- After tha they wero
lined 'up and made to fall on the ball
When' in one "position and when rolling. They were then given single
formations and are fast learning to
keep out of each other's way and to
get started like a shot.
The play this year leans even more
to the open style and, as' all of the
boys are fast, they, should gain a little advantage from this standpoint.
The coaches will start on some trick
formations soon..
Both of the coaches are competent
instructors' and under their supervision the Normal squad should be in a
position to slip something over on its
opponents. Baker was one of the
stars of the Iowa university squad for
two years and is well posted on the
new style of play. Tipton was one
of the fast back field of the Sacred
Heart College in Denver and one of
'

'
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the best players thet'ever donned a
uniform at that schooL It is under TIZ-F- or
his instruction that Ellis and Koogler
are practicing drop kicking and if
he is as good an Instructor as he was
as a booster, their toes will often
Tired, Aching, Swollen, Smelly, Sweaty
save the day for the Normal boys.
Feet? Corns, Callouses or BunNo' specific date has been set with
ions? Use TIZ. It's Sure,
the boys from the University at
Quick and Certain '
but as Boon as the team
is rounded into playing shape the
game will be scheduled. Professor
Baker has received a communication
from a team in Santa Fe asking for
a game and in all probability the
e
An
iuiuiuiiLBs win journey
cient. City about November,19, the
time of the teachers' convention seeking to steal thef laurels of the Capital City bunch. Te boys are desirous of filling all of their dates and
will meet anybody In their class from
any part of the territory. Any team
wishing to secure a game should write You Will Enjoy Using TIZ The Most
to Professor J. C. Baker, care of the
Pleasant Remedy You Ever Tried
Normal School.
Part of the togs
and Moreover It Works
of the team arrived yesterday and it
is expected that by Saturday the enAt last here is Instant relief and a
tire team will appear in fine uniforms. lasting permanent remedy for sore
feet No more tired feet No more
aching feet No more swollen, bad
STORM WREAKS HAVOC smelling, sweaty feet. No more corns.
No more bunions. No more . callouses, no matter what alls your feet or
MEXICO
IN SONORA,
what under the sun you've tried without getting relief, Just use TIZ.
TIZ la totally unlike anything for
EIGHTEEN PERSONS DROWNED
the purpose you ever heard of.
It's
AND PROPERTY LOSS IS,
thp only foot remedy erer made
IMMENSE "
which acts on the principal' of draw-hi- p
but all the poisonous exudations
12.
Eighteen
Nogales, Ariz., Oct
persons are dead as a result of the which cause sore feet Powders and
storm which swept the western coast other remedies mTely clog up the
of Sonora, Mexico, a week ago today. pores. TIZ cleanses them out and
Many more are missing. Rosalia, with keep them clean. It worfes right off,
f.000 people has been for five days Vcu will feel better tm? very first
Use It a week and
without water excepting scant sup time its used.
plies sent irregularly from Guaymas. you can forget you ever had sore feet.
One mining property suffered damage There Is nothing on earth that can
estimated at $2,000,000. Food supplies compare with it TIZ Is for sale at
are short in and about Guaymas and all druggists 25 cents per box or direct If you wish from Walter Luther
Rosalia.
& Co., Chicago, I.. For sale by
Dodge
Reports received here today indicate that there was a big property all druggists.
less but few fatalities in the storm
that swept the coast of Sonora last
Thursday. The telegraph wires were FLOOD AND HAGERMAN
not restored until last night, when the
government received its first word of TO SPEAK IN LAS VEGAS
the disaster.
According to official advices San
Jose de Guaymas was practically de- VIRGINIAN WILL BE HERE TOMORat
ROW NIGHT;
stroyed. The railway stations
SATURDAY EVENING.
Empalme and Ortiz Were torn down.
The lower parte of Gdaymas, the port
city, was inundated by the sea to a .Under the auspices of the demodepth of two feet. - No. lives were lost crats of Sdn Miguel county Representative Henry D. Flood of Virginia,
there.
The wind rose at 3 o'clock in the will address an audience at the Dunmorning and, attaining a hurricane ve can opera house tomorrow evjaiuir,
locity, continued for some hours. Iron and on Saturday night Herbert
of New Mexico,
roofs on many buildings, Including the
custom house, were blown away and will occupy the same stage. Mr. Flood
smaller structures were levelled at as chairman of the house committee
on
came Into imlnenc3
Guaymas. A few lighters in the har- as territories,
of the famous Flood
the
author
bor were driven ashore. One mat
was killed at Empalme. Communica- resolution, under wilch in an amended form, New Mexico was admitted In
tion with San Jose de Guaymas has
to the Union. He is also the author
not yet 'been
of the "Blue ballot" provision, which
made It necessary for the people ot
New Mexico to vote as to whether or
not they desire to have the constitution of the new state more easily to
amend. This provision is obnoxious
to a great majority of the people of
fcs?
the new state.
t
Mr. Hageraan, who professes to
u?
be a republican, Is working against
Z 5
the republican state ticket Hence
his appearance here under the auspices of the democrats. The democratic committee Is endeavoring to
create interest In the meetings and
has Issued, a special invitation to the
rasiiyV mmmmmtmkwm'
ladies.

Gere feci

Kts;yrCity, Oct. 12. Cattle, reLIVE STOCK MARKETS T," )0, including ",000 southerns.
12.
ceipts
Cattle, receipts
Chicago, Oct
Native
estimated at 7,000; Market steady Market steady to strong.
steers
Beeves R858.50; Texas $4,150 steers $3.2aS S.35; southern
Boutheru cows and heifwestern steers $4.206.S0; $3.8015-5.25C."20;
etockers aud
$3.235.70; ers $2.2504.75; native cows and heif-

bleeders

cows and heifers

$5.09.60.

etockera and feeders
$2.006.15; calves ers $2.607.00; bulls
$.25Cf 4.50;
$4.00i5.90;

Hogs, receipts estimated at 20,000;
market & cents higher. Lights $6.00
(ft6.70; mixed $6.056.75; heavy
$5V&56.75; rough $5.956.20; good
to choice heavy $6.206.75; pigs
$4.006.O0; bulk of sales $6.30

soothes, heals and protects the
diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh
aud drives away a Cold in the Head quickly.
Restores the Senses of Taste and SmelL
It is easy to use. Contains no injurious
drugs. No mercury, no cocaine, no morphine. The household remedy.
Price, 50 cents at Druggists or by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, G6 Warrsn SL, Ntw Yerfe

Burno Hall tlm FueS of
Other Stoves;
Keeps Warm All Might
v7

..-'-

;:

v.

No Dirt, No Smoke

No Trouble

'I:'

Let us show you our complete
line
GEHR

11

HARDWARE

GERMAN-MILLE- D

FLOUR
the answer to

every Bakirvg Problem.

Ifs

io-2-

iqii

r,

Tickets on sale October 17, 18, 19,

D. L. BATCHBLOR,

Famous
A

GERMAN

ROGERS

PROCESS.

SILVELRWARE'

COUPON IN EVERY SACK-

Gross, Kelly

(EL

Ask Your Grocer for It

SUITS

UNDERWEAR

COMFORTS

COATS

SHOES

'

7

1911.
515-31- 7

I

ForShe Whole Family
at

"THE

STORE OF QUALITY

1 Pfjft

Railroad
Avenue

E.LASVECAS,

4sil

fS

n.m:

Opposite
Cas'aneda
Hotel

-

Co.

Distributors

BLANKETS

1911

t

arvd More Uniform.
Made by LARABEE'S

PREPARE FOR WINTER'S COLD BLASTS

Fare for the Round Trip S15.25
Final return limit, October 25th,

Firver.-Whit- er

We Are Showing the Best to Be Had

Statehood Jubilee
El Paso, Texas, October

COMPANY

Sole Agents

Tommy Pop, the moon affects the
tide, doesn't It?. Tommy's Pop Yes,
my son, and judging from the actions
of some young couples It also affects the untied.

"P3

Mexico-Arizo- na

$4.75.'

Heating

mi

It cleanses,

fi.fHi'fp

Cole's Hot B!

CATARRH

AUd

cows

$4.256.00;

.

Into ttM
Is quickly absortml.
CIVIS RELIEF AT ONCE.

steers

western

7.25;

re-v:t- s

"

ELY'S CREAMnoatottBALM

'5

$1.007.50; wtsrern

..Hess, rerripts 800. Market 5 cents
higher. Jiul".; c.r sales $6.23?i6.43
heavy $fi."')j.4": packers and butchers $6.23j!6.5; liyhts $G.156.45;
pigs $4.75(5 0.00.
market steaSheep,
40,000;
at
estimated
receipts
Sheep,
Muttons $3.25
10 cent .lower.
market steady, 10 cents lower, native dy to
lar-V$t.50''5.90; range
western
$3.004.15; ffi4.00: and' yenrKn-r$2.504.10;
wethers
$3.2Ti4.75;
native
'
lambs,
65;.
yearlings $3. 854.
ewes $2.50j3.?5.
western $4.256.10.

lo-w-

HAY FEVER

calves $4.

OCTOBER
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STRIKE IN MEXICO
Ariz., Oct 12. Civil and
at Cananea,
military authorities
Mexico, prepared today to meet a serious situation expected to develop out
R. R. Bird arrived last night from
of a strike of hundreds of Mexican
his home in El Paso on busfness.
miners and laborers employed by the
Cananea Consolidated Copper comJudge E. V. Long left this after
noon for Raton on legal business.'
pany. Until last night there as not
J. J. Sanden came in from his home
the slightest hint of labor trouble but
in Trinjdad. this afternoon, a business
when the company refused to dismiss
(
PETER MURPHY TO SUPERVISE certain American bosses and foremen
trip.
z
theS Mexicans decided' to call a atrike
Perry Earlckson and "Manny"
THE MIKING OF ALL CON-- ,
left this morning for the low
today. Both civil and army authoriNECTIONS TO SYSTEM.
er country on a hunting trip.
ties are determined, to prevent a repet
Isaac Bacharach went to tae southtition
of th labor troubles occurring
sewer
new
Connections to the
city
ern country this morning on a sheep
at
several years ago.
Cananea
system will be made under the superbuying trip and will be jcoae several vision of Peter Murphy, who was apdays.
last night to tha position of
"SHORT LINE' MEN TO STrIkE
Manuel Martinez, a clerk In Scha9-fer'- s pointed
sewer inspector by the city council
Colorado Springs, Colo., Oct 12.
drug store, left last night for Al- at Its
meeting. No connec- Definite returns of the vote taken by
regular
buquerque where he will attend ihe tions can be made except In the presemployes of the Midland Terminal
state fair.
ence of Mr. Murphy and none can be Short Line and Colorado Midland
W. S. Prager, a prominent 3heep-main use until he has accepted railroads to decide whether
they will
and merchant of Roswrll, come placed
the work and stamped it as having strike because of the refusal of the
In last night from his home on a
tno
with
been done in accordance
railroads to grant an increase of 10
business trip.
For his reper cent In the wage scale had not
H. E. Finney, the veteran piano municipal regulations.
receive
will
muneration Mr. Murphy
tuner, arrived last night from the 2 for each connection, the fee to be been received thia morning, and It
may he late today or possibly two
southland Is in Las Vegas visiting his
paid by the property owner.
'
or
three days before the final result
regular patrons.
r
The creation of the office of sewer will be known. It Is estimated that
D. R. Lane, salesman for" WlUou
Brathers of Chicago, is In Las Vegas inspector will prove a safeguard on unofficial canvass favors a strike.
for property
visiting the local trade,
taking orders both for the city and
v
owners who desire to connect with
for spring stock.
BIG
DIKE WASHED AWAY
InRev. David P. Ward, one of the the sewer. The presence of the
San
Calif., Ooto. 12.
Bernardino,
are
being
workers of the Baptist State Sunday spector when connections
to special dispatches re
the
According
that
a
guarantee
be
will
made
school mlseipn, arrived last night
ceived here from Needles last night,
and was in Las Vegas today on busi- work is done according to the prothe Colorado river has risen to its
which
ordinance,
of
visions
the
city
ness.
scienhighest point of the year and has cut
'Mrs.' Secundino Romero accom requires that the most modern
be in its way through the big dike on the
will
It
used.
methods
he
tific
panied by Miss Marguerite Bernard,
well Arizona side Thousands of acres of
left this morning for Albuquerque to the interest of public health as
of the reclaimed lands are flooded and the
Interest
financial
as
for
the
attend the state fair. They wfll re
city, whose sewer mains might be settlers are said to be abandoning
turn Sunday.
on account of their homes. The damage is heavy.
Waldo Twitohell and !hls friend, damaged or ruined
Mr. Murphy has When tihe dike on the Arizona side
connections.
faulty
W. W. Wheeler, will leave tonight for
of experience in pipe broke, the pressure on the California
Kansas City. They came to Laa Ve had many years
of all kinds and was the mojt side was relieved and no fears are felt
laying
gas overland in the Ford roadster
competent man the council could find by settlers on this side.
belonging to Mr. Wheeler a week ago. for sewer
inspector.
Rev. W. R. Qulggen of the First
Everything now is ready for conChristian church of Clovis arrived last
A BASEMENT KITCHEN, TOO.
to be made n ihe Twer
nections
In
until
will
Las
and
be
Vegas
night
'iidde it ii
Sunday. He will occupy the pulpit of Before connection is
from the ofa
obtain
to
permit
morn
the Las Vegas church Sunday
fice of the city clerk. Those who deing.
sire to connect their property with
the sewer before winter weather
should make application at one 3
TURKOITALIAN WAS
and engage plumbers, as it Is likely
the orders will be coming in so fast
ABOUT TO END that the plumbers will be unable to
keor- un with them.
In acordance with the law governTHERE IS EVERY REASON TO BE
the collection of the money with
ing
LIEVE THE POWERS WILL
which to redeem the sewer certifiINTERVENE 600N.
cates and pay for the construction of
.
-- -f
...
the sewer the council last night voted
12.
trans
Nineteen
Oct.
Tripoli,
to place a certified copy of the sewer
ports arrived in the harbor this morn assessment
of the
in the hands
cond part
ing. They brought the
to the
officials.
According
county
of the Italian army expeditionary
collected
sewer
tax
is
statutes
the
corps, which is to occupy Tripoli. The
by the regular tax collecting machin
landing of the troops, artillery, am
of the county. Those persons
munition and horses began Immedi- ery
The Mistress Mary Ann, has the
desire to pay cash for their por
who
ately. General Caneva, commander tion of the sewer assessment may do furnace gone out?
in chief of the Italian expedition, has
The New Cook If It has, mum, It
so. If
desire, however, to 'dis- must have
it appears, ordered an immediate ad- tribute they
gone out through th cellar
over a number
the
payments
vance against the position occupied
windy, cos it ain't come through here,
are
to
a
allowed
'
of years they
pay
mum.
by the Turks in the interior of Tripoli.
percentage with their regular taxes
each year for eleven years. Many
Peace Coming Soorr.j,,
have signified a desire to pay
12.
Stat
Oct.
aepari- people
Washington,
cash.
toment officials expressed the yiew
The sewer system is now nearin?
day that with the German femperor
The total amount paid "Simple Remedy From my Druggist's
completion.
working on his ally, the king totjtaly,
Removed Them," Says Society
fa in estimates to date is $14,500. Anand the emperor of Russia In
Lady
soon.
This
due
be
will
other
estimate
Influence Ijhe
vorable position to
skin
"The
best
to
final
estimate.
the
Is
be
Tar-ke- y
specialists told me
expected
and
Porte, peace between Italy
conto
would
that
remove my freckThe
withholds,
nothing
according
city
is not far, off and that an arm
of
cent
estimates
15
the
les
I
would
that
per
tract,
and
carry them 10
as
oe
istice at least cat
arranged
soon as Turkey is prepared to admit until after the entire system has bejnf my grave," said a well known society
woman, "but I fooled them all with a
that Italy is in technical possession of accepted.
account
On
the
absence
of
of
new
drug, othlne double strength,
Tripoli.
Charles Tamme, city clerk, who ii that I bought at my druggist's which
confined to his home bjj wfnese, tQn cleared my skin and gave me a fine
FARM PRODUCTS INCREASE.
crops council did not go through the regu- complexion."
Washington, Oct. 12.7-Shof corn, potatoes flhay and; oars; Mid lar order of business. Alderman
The action of othlne Is really rea good crop of cotton have had their Chris Wiegand was named by .the markable, for when applied at night,
effect on the prices whion ice bef ng council as city clerk pro tern. It was many of the freckles
disappear endecided, before adjournment was
paid to farmers for their product.
and
the rest have
tirely
morning,
ty
devise regular forms for
Inquiry by, the department of agri- taken, to
to fade. An ounce is usually
begun
for
connection
Ocwith
the
the
permits
culture regarding priceB paid op.
all that is needed, even for the worst
tober 1, compared with that di;te a sewer. These will contain a copy of
conordinance
sewer
the
regarding
year ago shows that barley, potatoes,
Be sure to ask your druggist for the
nections in order that the plumbers"
hay, oats and corn averaged several
and
householders
double
familiarize
may
strength othlne, as this is sold
per cent higher. Buckwheat, wheat,
all the requirements under a guarantee of money hack' if it
with
themselves
flax
seel
anl
eggs,
chickens, butter,
J,fails to remove the freckles.
necessary to be observed.
.
cotton averaged lower in price.

COUNCIL NAMES

PERSONALS

Prescriplionisl

Nogales,

INSPECTOR OF

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription
leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. Teu may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS

"Holeproof"
Women's Stockings
You can get the famous and
original "Holeproof" Hose for
women and children
Holeproof Stockings 6
pairs, $2.00. Medium
weight. Black, tan and
black
with white feet.
Sizes 8 to 11.
Lustre-Stoc- k

ings 6 pairs $3.00. Finished like silk. Extra light
weight. Tan and black.
Sizes, 8 to 11. ...
And this guarantee goes with
each box of six pairs:
"If any or all of these
stockings come to holes or
need darning within six
months from the day you
buy them, we will replace
.

neo-efsa-

them free."

Graubarth
Las Vegas, N. M.

in
LAU

M The Hull Detachable and

Interchangeable Umbrella

to
11110

ii

v

OFFER FROM
AUSTIN
FA8T
CARL ELLIS, MAROONS'
TO
HAS
CHANCE
FIELDER,
JOIN TEXAS LEAGUE.
Yesterday Carl Ellis, the crack lett
fielder of the Maroon crew received a
communication from the manager cf
the Austin, Texas, club, making him
an offer for the coming season. Ellis
has neither accepted nor rejected the
offer. Acceptance . will mean fast
company for the youngster In a short
time, but ou the other hand It means
that if he attends college It will bar
him . from college baseball. It has
keen Ellis' plan to prepare for Yale
after graduating from the Normal.
Thus he desires to be free to participate in school athletics. .That, he
would make good in league ball there
,
is no doubt.
No outfielder ever seen in the
Meadow City can cover more ground
than Ellis and he would.be a great
addition to any team. The manager
of the Austin crew heard of Ellis and
blm.
jumped at the chance of getting
to
as
not
yet
is
he
ready
Ellis says
go into fast company. His acceptance
would have two sides to it from the
point of the Las Veaa. fans. They
would like to see the "kid" make
that Las
good but if he does it means
outfielder
best
the
lose
will
Vesas
and most consistent hitter that ever
donned a Maroon uniform.
"Brother" Smith, the Indian catchthe
er, is lost to the Maroon9 for
1912 season, as he has signed with
the Topeka baseball aggregation. It
is said that the scout who" saw Ellis
"Brother"
play Is the man who gave
Tiis chance to join fast company. At
ut
present "Brother" is playing ballcom-penthe New Mexico state fair in
with a number of other
and all are making good rec-

,

of

existence, because it costs no
more than the old style and gives the

'

'i

..,'
sl...

!.'

buyerjan advantage never enjoyed
feeore.
Let us explain the Hull Umbrella

to

you.

ft

'

.u'.i
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.;..:
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J. TADPERT

ROBERT

JEWELER

i"')

;;;:CHAS. LEWIS
;

TAILOR FOR MEN

T.-.--

The Colonial Oak
for wood or coal In

sizes, also

4

made by the

P.-D-

'

'

...

1,000

"

1'

WILL DOLL BUILDING

RETAIL PRICES
20o par 10
25e per 100
SOo per 100
40o per 100
Mo per 100

1

200 Iba. t JfOOQ lbs., Each Delivery
50 lbs. to 200 lbs
Each Delivery
Less Than M Iba Each Delivery

Rosenthal
M. C. A.

te

Up-to-da-

.

lb,, or MorvEach Delivery
Each Delivery
lb, to 2,000

2J0OO

1--

Opposite Y.

"

V603 LINCOLN

Blankets and Comforts at 5
off for week ending October 14

T5he

.

,

$4.50 for the $6.50 Oak, Heaters, 11 In,
$6.60 for the 18.50 Ottk Heaters, 13 in.
$8.50 for the $10 Oak Heaters, 15 in.
15c for 25c Stove Pipes, 6 or 6 inch.
10c for 25c Stove Damper, 5 or 6 inch.
15c for 25c Elbows, 5 or 8 inch.
STOVES SET UP AND BLACKENED.
Stove Boards 45c and up.'

Stylish and

Bririff in Your Cleaning and Pressing;

Beck with Estate.

.

Made at Home.

Everything:

The Great Round Oak

OPTICIAN

i

r

Um.

Iba.
Iba.
Iba,
Iba.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

Freckles Gone

Harvesters, Stprers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
'
'

MISS MORLEY ARRESTED.
A charge of assault has been filed
against Miss' Gertrude Morley, a former Las Vegas girl, daughter of the
preacher land man, Richard A. Mor
ley. The following; account ot Miss
Morley's arrest is from a paper pub
lished in Chicago, where the Morley s
now reside:
Gertrude Morley, 18 years, old
daughter ofHichard A. Morley, 1012
Hinman avenue, Evanston, was arrest
ed todayj at her home, charge 1 with
assault The arrest was the result of
the death of Mrs. Ellen Klrktou, from
injuries received when struck by an
electric runabout operated by Miss
Morley yesterday.
Miss Morley wag booked at the
Evanston station. She was released
under $2,000 bonds, signed by her
father and William Rlgby of Evans-

' : Famous

fPlSr.

.1

best Rubber Collars and

Jv

LbXX

4

Sires

12

to

Cuffs

(

All 8tylet.

IK asm

I

18 Tn!"1

r(S3aetj

uzmm

ALTMORE

Sizes

1 1

Front

to 18X1,
IX

In.

Back IX In.

Distributor

Buck J3ilnooi;- -

Miss Morley has sobbed continually
from the time of the accident and her
father fears she will become hysteri'' ', - .v
cal. "
"It was not her fault," said the
There
father, "She could not help
were so many other cars around her
she was blinded." .

Trv'Tid.

If

In getting an education

a young man to learn to
with what he learns.

it Is up to
do-

-

things

.X'ni"f'tt'ct

rht? tc
i.'.';Kjbt

in T:o Optis'a

raw

7iio(.i

ii t.t

g1.

EVERIMPDS THE LAS
f.

Capital Paid in

VEGAS OPTIC

J.

M. CUNNINOH

AM,

FRANK SPRINOER..VI

THE INIMITABLE COflEDIAN

LAUGHING

.

PURPOSES J

IN

lr-L:- IE
.

By CAMPBELL B. CASAD

Direct from
Whitney Opera

7

Praidont

Preldent

sJ.

SongINFarce
Three Acts

House
Chicago

Cos-

Equally so are the GIRLS and LEWIS'
SONGS

-

'

Surplus

$50,000.00
i

i

..

'v..

j&l

J I

l,;

i

T

i

d.t. H0SKIN3.

Cublor

MASTER. NEW YEAR.
in commencing an account at this savings bank on
the day of his birth has the wisdom and foresight
of his
fore-father-

I
1

i

BEGUN
.,;

Prices:

$1.50, $1.00

IS
I I

s.

A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
ft

ft

Every Wife Will Leave the Theatre With a Smile for Hubby
Company, Production, Electrical Effects, Stage Settings
tumes ALL OF HIGH MERIT.

s""1

Interest Paic! on Time Oeposits

WIFE

your'

"

Hi 31 CS

$100,000.00

House.
DuncanED.Opera
Oct. 18th
W. ROWLAND and EDWINWednesday
CLIFFORD (Inb.) OFFERS

DAVE LEWIS

.imi

''If

Nrf r

WRITTEN
FOR JU

i

xie;

.

on. his
The acrobat must be light head.
his
on
to
light
feet or he is apt

-

,

.

IfMnov

ne""3:

v,

ton.

ort

ords.
Pills
needed to
Supply just the ingredientsrestore the
build....up, strengthen andlHdneva
and
"i
natural ku
for
Specially prepared
bladder.
headache,
backache,
bladder
rheumatism and all kidney, O. .G.
Irregularities.
and urinary
Co.
Scbaefer and Red Cross Drug

Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

National

y

'

Is'd riving the old style umbrellas out

.

-

Phone Main 104

i

b9-gi-

--

Hoffman &

inrn
LUlmL

The Best Stove
Line in Town

Hen-riquie-

Phone Mai'u 3

Holeproof

, FIVE

S EWERS

CO.

DRUG

12, 1911.

V
.

..

,

i;''

:

,

1912

cn the second day of the year is a gracious thing to
do for a child. Make it a day long to be remember-- "

ed by acting on the suggestion. Years to c6me will
tell the story of accumulations that.will surprise the
one in whose favor the account stands.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

V

-

srx

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

ONE

CROP

IN EACH FORTY

I

By planting trees the government
hopes to clothe the barren hills that
have been fireswept at different times
from the period of the Indian to the

THURSDAY,

OCTOBER

12, 1911

tion of $180 worth of lumber on an
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
acre. And this is to be taken off
In the District Court, County of THE LOBBY
land that today Is worthless and upon
BEST A UB A NT AND
baa Sliguel, September 18, 1311. t
which less than 2 is to be invested.
SHORT
ORDERS
AND REGliuAfi DlNMFRR
.Margaret McMahan
present, and the vast areas which ara And when It is realized that this year
now worthless on the tops of the alone ten thousand or more acres
THE
BEST
TS
GOODS
'
OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
No. 7333
,
mountains in the Coast range will iu will be planted it is seen that a reve
Benjamin B. McMahan.
40 years or so become deep
and nue of no small extent wiii be netted
The said defendant, Benjamin B.
McMahan is hereby notified that a
heavy forests. The planting of the Uncle Sam if he plants this much
SDCIETV ANO
vast 'burned areas, which are worth' every year.
suit in Divorce has been commenced
less now, is a form of "conservation
The process of planting is Interestin
against you
the District Court for
uncle sam replacing burned that will give the future generations ing. It is done by the government
the County of San Miguel, Territroy CHAPMAN
LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A
FOREST AREAS IN OREGON
brother always Hetuome to the
,
timber without depriving the present forestry service. The same superof New Mexico, by said plaintiff.
AT $1,000 SQUARE MILE,
A. M. Regular comcitizens
u. o Wood, saohfih,
visors who are now directing the
wigwam,
Margaret McMahan, wherein she
i The planting
of the forests Is not work of fighting the destructive fires
munication first and
Davie" Fi.ni. .nief of records
prays that by decree of the court she
aa
When a man plants a
third Thursday in each
farm only a vast and extensive undertak' In two months will be planting seed
may be granted an absolute divorce
collector u: wampum.
tie is considered a pretty extensive ing but is to be a profitable one to on the regions burned before there
month. Visiting broth,
from the said defendant on the
ATE FOR CLASSIFIED
ADVER
It is really an In was any forestry service.
rs cordially Invited. B. P. O.
farmer, and when an orchardist sets the government
of
grounds
cruel and inhuman treat
elks Meets second saa
TISEMENTS
out a crop of trees that will not bear vestment, and the principal expended
William H. Stapp, W. M.: Chas. H.
The work of planting really begins
and
ment
her
that
for
fourth
Tut
-r
Hvs
pSay evening of
sack
is
t each ,niertlon mer name of Margaret
and bring returns for ten or fifteen
very small when compared with first with the gathering of seed. This
Sporledsr, Secretary. .
Segura be re
uma
ix ordinary words to
mcntb ai o. U C. ball Vlsitln
years ha Is Bald to be a man who is the Income. It costs $1.86 to plant year is a very productive seed year
Noad to occupy less space than stored to her and for such other and LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Brothers are cordially invited. Q.
lool:!ng forward a considerable time. an acre of barren land with Or trees and in the Sisusraw reserve and
further relief, etc., that unless you
wo
Unas.
All advsrtlsemsnt
Hut Uncle Sam is planting gardens in placed at a distance of seven feet about the hills of Springfield an.l
H. Hunker, Uxahed Ruler; D W.
r
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR
charg- - enter or cause to
be entered your ap
o win b booked at spaca
Eugene from 10,000 to 15,000 bushels
Oreson, or rather orchards, which apart
actually pearance in said suit on or before
conclave second
Condon, Secretary
t. without
the
will cover an area of over 10,000
regard to number of
It is estimated by the government of ripe fir cones will be gathered bv
day In each month at Ma- 18th day of November, A. D. 1911, deIn
ords.
Cash
advanc
acres this year and which will not be authorities that in the coast range, an army of boys and men, who will
sonle Temple at 7: SO p. m. C. D-preferred cree Pro Confesso
therein will be
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNClfc.
of value for 40 years or even longer. where rainfall is abundant, with 60 be paid 23 cents a bushel for the
Boucher, S. C; Chas, Tamme.
rendered against you.
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
This little 10,000-acrorchard is to 80 inches a year, and the fogs seed bearing cones.
Hunker and Hunker, Las Vegas.
in O. tt. C. aaii, tionew?
Thursday
small
tree
will
riot the first one of this size that he from the sea keep the trees damp the
be stripped of
Every
N. M., attorneys, for plaintiff.
building.
Visiting memoers as. cor
has set out, nor will it be the last year around, in 40 years every tree Its cones and even the squirrels' nests
LAS
VEGAS
CHAPTER NO. 8.
WILUAM B. STAPP.
(Seal)
dialiy invited W. it Tiptua. u. K.
tone, for every year the government will contain between 800 and 1,500 will be robbed. This theft is not as
ROYAL ARCjH MASONS Regular
1
E. P. Mackei, i o. ,
Clerk.
is planting with trees these vast feet of lumber worth at the present cruel as it sounds, for the squirrels
convocation
first
Monday
a
have
mania
for gathering cones and
areas, from which Umber has been time $2 a thousand feet as stumpage.
la each month at Ma . i. C. P., LAS
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
fcurned.
As they are being planted there are will hoard in a hollow tree many
This year fir trees are to
(.OC'GE ttj.
sonic
Temsls. at 7:10 p.
In
the
Probate
1. Meets
San
Court,
times
as
Miguel
as
be planted nearly altogether, but last no less than 90 trees on the acre, and
many
they can use. Often
everj Monday evening ai
m.
H.
J.
A.
New
Rutledge,
Mexico.
County,
their hali ou Sixlu street- Ail "tattyear and the previous year hardwood taking an average of one thousand there are foundpiles of cones six
In the matter of the estate of George
P.; Chas. H- - 8porledr.
Optac'B Number, Main z
ing brethren coraa iy inviusu to at
tijecs, such as walnut and hickory. feet to the tree this means a valua- - feet high laid carefully in layers, rep
secretary.
Rue, deceased..
tend. Carl Carl Werti, N. U., a.
resenting the gatherings of several
To Whom It May Concern: . Notlcfl
T. Rogers. V. (1.; T, M. Ehvooo.
years, which have been .untouched by
Is hereby given that the final report RANSFORO CHAPTER NO.
the rodents for food.
Secretary; W. E. C rites, treasurer;
2, O. E
of the executor in the above entitled
These cones are gathered from the
C V. Hedgcock. cemetery trustee
8. Meets first and third
FriWANTED
Woman for plain cooking estate has been filed In raid court, and
TWO
pickers by A. E. Cahoon, supervisor
Masonic
U
Mrs.
days
ua general housework. Apply the 6th
Temple.
of the Sluslaw reserve, and by Su
day of December, 1911, has
MODERN WOODMEN Of AMERICA
1117 Eighth street
Agnes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron;
TO
been set by the court for the hearing
pervisor C. R. Ceiz, of the Cascade
Jieet Ui 'Le forest of brotherly
Thomas B. Bowsn, Worthy Patron;
reserve and their deputies. The pick
of objections to the same and the
love at the Fraternal Brotherhood
WANTED
Woman to do housework final settlement of said estate.
Mrs. Mtoervm A, HowelL Secretary.
ing season lasts from September 1
hall, on the second and fourth Friand some icooklng, In small family.
to September 15.' The cones are then
Witness my hand and the seal of
Fhoae Mala 131, 721 Fonrth street.
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay,
Apply 1103 Eighth street
shipped in sacks to Wyeth, Ore.,
said court this 3rd day of October,
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Visitwhere the government has a cone
A. D. 1911.
EL
DORADO
LODGE
NO
1,
ing
neighbors are especially welcome
drier. Here artificial heat is applied, vVANTED Pay .or board at start (Seal)
LORENZO DELGADO.
and
KNIGHT8
OF
PYTHIAS
cordially invited.
Meets
learn
trade, automobiles, electricity,
by which the cones are forced to
ProbatA mm
eveplumbing,
eveuy
their
Monday
r
give up
bricklaying by actual
seeds, which are colyy-rwork on Jobs. Only few months
lected and put in packages. These
DKNTISTS.
ning In Castle hall.
James C. Dahlman, "Cowboy" Mayor
are sent back to the ranger for plant
and no apprentice drudgery;
or umana, "Throws the Lariat"
Visiting Knights are
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
200 students last
Mayor Jas. C. Dahlman RfnrtpH fits
ing- year. Catalogue
Invited.
cordially
career as a cowboy, and is at present
free.
The seed is very small and two
United Trade School,
DENTIST
Los mayor oi umana. ana
Chas. E. LlebecB- has th fniinw
bushels of cones 'make a pound of
Angeles, California.
Sheriff of
rn
aier. Chancellor Suite 4, Crockett Building. Has phonei.
ing record:
seed. By the time it is returned vo
Neb three terms; mayoi of Chadron,
at office ana residence.
Commander. Harry
the supervisor" for planting it has HIGHER CLASS or better navin
m. two terms: democratic naflnnal nnm.
of
Martin,
Keeper
cost the government $1.50 a pound.
pioyment than that of representing mitteeman, eight years; mayor of
Records and Seal.
ATTORNEYS
One pound will plant on
a leading nursery company is not umana, six years, and in 1910 candi
cre by the
date for governor of Nebraska. Writ.
to
"spot"' method and only
be had. If you are ambitious to ing to
o?
Foley and Co., Chicago, he FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD, NO. Geo. H. Hunker
Chester A. Hunks?
an acre by the "broadcast" method.
better your condition, the ODOor- - ays:
i nave taken ioley Kidney
102 Meets every Monday night at
&
HUNKlR
HUNKER
Planting begins during November
tunlty lies before you in entering Pills and they have given me a great
their hall In the Schmidt building,
if the spot method is used and lasts
Attorneys at Law
our employ. Salem Nursery Com aeai or relief so I cheerfullv recom
west of Fountain Souare. at eight Las Vegas
mend them." Yours trulv.
New Mexico
until the end of January. ' In the
pany, Salem, Oregon.
o'clock.
JAMES
DAHLMAN.
C.
(Signed)
Visiting members are cor
broadcast planting it is done whi'e
U. G. Schaefer and Red Cro$s Drug
dially welcome. E. E. Gehring, presithe snow Is on the ground.
MASSAGE
dent; Mr. Emma D. Burks. Secre
The spot planting is the cheapest
C. Ptiily, Treasurer.
tary:
and has proved the most successful
Take Your Common Colds Seriously
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER,
Common colds, severe and frequent
and efficient When the seed a FOR SALE Large oak heater, cheap.
Masseuse and Midwife.
lay tne rounaation of chronic diseas- J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
,923 Gallinas.
planted in this way it is taken by a
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ed conditions of the nose and throat
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crew of 15 men, each armed with a
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ana may develop Into bronchitis.
every first Tues Residence
9i8 Lincoln.
FOR
hoe
SALE
and a bag
heavy
Lady's gentle driving pneumonia, and conanmntlnn
Ifnr
day of the month In the veatrv
Manicuring and Chiropdy.
of seed. They work in a line, each
all coughs and colds in children and
horse. C. McClanahan.
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
man seven feet from the other, and
in grown persons, take Foley's Honey
o'clock P. m. Visiting brothers are
sweep over acreage at a rapid rate. FOR SALE Legal blanks of all d and Tar Comnound nromntlv n rc
invited.
Isaac Annel.
cordially
ocnaerer
ana
cross
tea
Drug Co.
Foley, Kidney Pi8 vs. a Hopeless
Like the farmer dropping spuds in
seriptiona.
Charles Greenclay, Sec
Notary seals and rec
President;
Case
each potato hill these forest planters
ords
at
The OpUo office
A Medicine That Give
Hon. Ark. J. E. Freeman
retary.
Miss Estelfj Vernon
rnn,u.A.
says: "I
plant the trees in hills. The hills ure
Is Foley's Honev and Tar rvwnnnnnrt
had a severa
nr
"Don't Lie to Your Wife," a eong the play is accelerated by a perpetual seven feet apart and in 40 years each FOR SALE Two
and
mru. x. j. Adams, no. 522 Kansas
could
not
work
RED
and my case
CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4. Red
carloads fine fresh
farce in three acts by Campbell B. fire of snanDv dialogue. Dave Lewis. nr tree will be standing as regu
milch cows, 20 with calves bv side. Ave., Columbus. Kas.. write: "lTni. a Men meet in Fraternal Brotherhood seemed hopeless. One large bottle of
number
of
Kidnev
chlMrAn
Ronwitv
my
Foley's
years
hou
Casiid, and produced by Rowland the joyiproducer of original comedy. larly as In an orchard.
A. M. Adler, Saehem: David I have never
balance close springers. Santa Fe been subject to
been bothered since. I
coughs and colds. I Hall,
and Clifford, Is a bright exploitation is starred in the piece, and the supWith the heavy hoe the plante.'
chief
of
Flint,
usea foieys Honey and Tar
stock yards.
records and collector
d
recommend it." o. G.
js
of the difficulties of a trio of happy porting company Includes Miriam scrapes off the dirt until he reaches
itand found that
and Red Cross Drug Co.
enrut thi- of wampum. Visiting brothers alCOUghB
men, who slip fronv the straight and Shelby, Edna Roland, Gladys Wilcox, the mineral soil. Then he drons J I FOR SALE
and COlds. an T Iran It In th ways welcome.
rock'
Barred
Plymouth
nouse an tne time." Refuse substinarrow path. The play is full of Virginia Stewart, Lillian Stanley, Es- or 15
of t eh little seeds in
Foley's Kldniiv Rnuiiu it i..u
cnickens including several fine tutes. ; O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross
a great medicine of proven
laughable sltualons. for they bear telle Vernon, Lenore Frey,. William hill, and stamping them ifcto the
value
cockerels. J. C. Rex, 1018 Fourth or urug co. ,
Don't trifle with a coM lu tmnA ad for both- acntA ni
upon real human nature offerings C. Hodges, Holworth Stark, Harry earth with his foot he moves on with
1.1,
care Gross-Kell- y
UUQW
vu,vuil.
& Co.
vice for prudent men and women. It and bladder allmenta.
that the author came across (raring-hi- Ellis, Benton Garvin, Mart Franklin the line of planters to the next hill
It Is ea Dedal-Foley Klrfnav Pllla
may be vital In case of a child. iy recommended to elderlv neonu tnr
career as a New York Herald and Edward Spencer. Duncan opert A very large area can be covered iu
Supply Just the ingredients needed to There Is nothing better than Cham- Its wonderful tontn
newspaper man. The' movement of house, October IS
this fashion In a short time, The
fuuu up, strengtnen and restore the berlain's Cough Remedy for coughs quaUtles, and the
permanent relief
natural action of thA ttHn
and colds In children. It Is safe and and comfort
crew that will plant the two thousand
it gives them, O G '
Specially prepared for sure. For sale by all druggists.
acres of land in the giuslaw reserve FOR RENT A new modern five room bladder.
Schaefer.
and
Red
Cross Drug Co
backaohe. , headache.
brick cottage. Inquire MS Third 8t rheumatism
this winter will number 30 men, and
and all kidney, bladder
It will take them not more than sit
ana urinary irregularities.
O. Q.
FOR RENT Furnished, 5 rooms with benaerer and Red Cross
or eight' weeks.
Drug Co.
bath.
Also thoroughbred White
The men are paid $2 a day for the
After exposure, and wh on win tooi
Wyandotte chickens for sale. Mrs.
work, and their board and exne.n
coia coming on, take Foley's Honey
Billon. 1012 Fourth street
cost the government less than a I:
and Tar Comnound. it. pKau-n
lar. It has been found hv actual item.
relieves. TJse. no substitute.
The
onstration that the actual coat of PARTY wishing comfortable place for genwne m a yellow package always.
housekeeping through the, winter O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
planting, is but 36 cents an acre.
can
have four fairly furnished rooms IO.
The broadcast method of nlantlnx
in
warm
adobe house on boulevard
is used less than in the past because
In the Hoban-Harveplace. See CHICHESTER
it requires more seed and has proved
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Cutler Brothers.
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with
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green
carries the seed Into the ground and
an early start is given.
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Still another way of planting for State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
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Frank J. Thenar main nnth that
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Trifling Telgphcna

don't know this tough man at an,'
beginning to weep again.
John fidgeted rtstlpss'y
"Miss
Smith, can't you
tmu r) iinod
gate long enou;
fre'n:,tii.-,s- t
As I understand it. you t t;
to
elope with John CoIecj. And I. John
Smith, had a similar arrangement
with Hetty Olsen. Now, where were
you to meet John Colson?"
"He left a call for me at the public telephone office, and when I talk
"
ed with him
"But you didn't talk to him. That
bungling operator gave you to me.
and must have given him my party,
I thought
Hetty Olson. Fine mix-up- !
that fellow following us was Het's
wrathful sire, but It must have been
your John. Now, well find them in
one of three places, at the police station, for speeding; at the hospital, because he got in the way of the police
man s bullet; or back at the telephone
omce waiting for us."
At mention of the first two places
Kittle gave another little shriek.
Oh, stop pulling the whistle. I'll
have Het give you a few lessons. You
wouldn't catch her doing the weeping
act or squealing over anything. 3he's
clear grit, Het Is," he concluded With
evident pride.
The same officer who hailed John
smith either took ' itter aim or had a
lucky accident in the case of John
Colson. When his second command
to halt seemed likely to be disregard
ed, as waa his first, his bullet Just
grazed John's elbow, benumbing his
arm so that his hand dropped from
the steering wheel. Hetty pushed him
aside, taking his place before the oar
had time to swerve.
"Is it broken?" she asked sympa
thetically.
1 don't know, but that doesn't mat
ter, what does really matter is they
have got away from us," ruefully. '
They II be hunting us when John
finds out that he has the wrong girl,"
said Hetty, laughing confidently.
As they came to a stop the police
man came up swinging his club Im
pressively. "And wnat do you mean.
racln' like that?" he demanded.
John laughed infectiously. "I'll tell
you, I was trying to catc'u a tl f.
That fellow ahead was running off
with my best girl. Wouldn't you chase
him?"
Faith, I think l' would, then!
Well?" beginning to smile.
It's this way. The old folks ob
ject, and you know how 'tis. Through
mistake he got my girl and I have
his."
The laugh: ? tone, aided by a
little persuader slipped Into :he
brawny hand resting on the car, prov

,,

!

fJ

Bf CLARA

HOLMES

Kittle 8mith and John Colson were
lovers, but perversity in matters mat
rimonial have become a proverb, and
their case was no exception to the
rule.
Kittle lived with a married sister,
and as frequently happens, she asmore authority than the most
t sumed
exacting parent would have done. She
most decidedly refused consent to
, their marriage.
"That child," she ex
claimed indignantly, and promptly
forbade John the house.
But love finds a way, and their
trystlng place was In the thick shrub
bery at the lower end of the garden.
John was trying to persuade her to
a clandestine marriage, but she lacked
courage to assent Her sister's shrill
call from the back porch decided 'the
question.
"Kittle, Kittle Smith! Come here
this Instant and put little Billy to
bed."
As If you were her servant!" whis
pered John Indignantly. "That set
tles it, you are going to marry me to
morrow night."
"Oh, John, she'll never let me,1
breathlessly. .
"She wont? Then we'll not ask
her. Tou put those kids to bed as
soon as the chickens go to roost, so
you can get to the telephone office by
iv ocioca. in put in the call with
the operator and shell give you the
line so I can tell yon where to meet
me.
Ten o'clock, sharp!
I'll be
waiting and so will the parson."
"Sister's coming," whispered Kit-titremblingly.
"Let her come, shell not find me,"
replied John airily, and leaping the
tence, was gone.
Kittle met her sister" with demure
unconsciousness. "Were you calling?"
sne asked.
Kittle presented herself promptly
on time at the telephone office and
giving her name, asked, "Is there a
call for me?"
"Yes, Miss Olsen," was the reply,
at the same time indicating her box.
Kittle smiled consciously. "Colson!
Well, now, or an hour from now will
make no great difference," she

thought

"Hello, John," she called softly as
soon as she had closed the door.
"Hello, Het," came the Instant reply. "It's all right, come to the corner of Belmont and Main. I have an
auto waiting, so hurry up."
"All right," she replied, and hung
up the receiver. "Wasn't it funny that
he called me Pet? I've heard him
say a hundred times that he detested
It but I don't! I think it's just sweet.
I suppose it's just the 'phone, but his
voice didn't sound a bit natural," she
"murmured" as she wrapped her veil
about her head, completely concealing
her features. '

rhr

A a
tn the gpa without RnpalHnf?
he backed, preparatory to turning, another auto came swiftly down the
street, and on the corner swerved toward them.
"Oh, no, you don't, Dave Olsen!"
exclaimed John, speeding a- - y.
"Hi, there! Stop, you idiot, or I'll
have you arrested," yelled the driver
of the other car. '
"Come on, then," shouted Jonn derisively. To KIttie he said, "Hold fast,
I'm going to let her go."
But go as he would his pursuer kept
pace with him, so he began twisting
and turning, around one corner swaying omtnlously, skidding on another
sharn turn until KIttie shrieked in

affright

Escape seemed impossible, so be
doubled back through dark and nar- ,
,
u
nM
run BiiceiB,
uio inmAn
lauiym uu luc yui owing machine gleaming like menacing
eyes almost, within touch. On a lighted corner a policeman ordered him
to halt, and as he failed to obey, fired
a shot at him. Kittle screamed and
half rose, as if to leap from the car.
"Sit down!" called John angrily.
At sound of a second shot she began to sob aloud.
"Oh, shucks," muttered John In
vexation. A moment later he remark
ed, repentantly, "Why, Het, we don't
get married every day In the year, but
we are going to be married tonight If
we have to smash the automobile rec
ord. I do believe that fellow's lost
himself, or else the cop's got him,
He began to slow down.
murmured
KIttie , inarticulately
something about smashing the automobile instead of the record, to which
John paid no attention.
As he lifted her down at the parson
see he whispered to her, I never
thought you'd show the white feath
er." With a laugh, he half pushed her
up the steps to where the parson was
waiting for them.
KIttie, essaying to untie her veil
with trembling fingers, glanced toward John, who stood, bat In hand,
speaking to the clergyman. She made,
a rush and took refuge behind his
reverence.
"I don't want to marry this man, I
don't even" know him, and and- he's a maniac," she cried hysterically.
John turned to look at her. "Well,
I would be crazy to marry you. Thunder, they'd have me up for baby stealing.' Who are you, anyway?"
"I'm KIttie Smitr," sobbingly "but
I don't know who you are."
"Well, I'm John Smith. My tribe
is numerous, but it doesn't include
babies," sarcastically.
grown-uThe parson stood rubbing his hands
detogether helplessly. "Well, I do
clare! My dear, were you expecting
to be married?" he asked of KIttie. ..
j
"Yes. sir, 1 was, to John Colson
.

p

ed

:t-'-

potent

Well, g'wan wid ye, but don't ye
dare let me catch ye racin' again "
I'll not let you catch me if I can
help it" answered John facetiously.
"I think we better return to the
telephone office," said Hetty, turning
the car, but as they approached the
building, the, saw that the office was
closed for the night
"What now?" asked John in a troubled tone.
"I'm sure

KEEP GOOD MULCH WORKING
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WARSHIPS ANNOY SOL JACOBS

i

One of

Reont

Additions

to Inr

One of the Great Principles of Dry
Farming Is to Prevent Loss of
Water by Evaporation.

proved Fan,! Machinery.

A mulch is anything applied to the
surface of the soil, primarily for the
purpose of preventing evaporation and
One of Many Advantages of Implement occasionally to keep down weeds and
avoid winter killing of plants, writes
la That Land la Practical as
J. Freer in the Northwest Farmstead.
Level After Plowing as
There are two general kinds of
It Was Before.
mulches.

Foreign material, such as straw,
leaves, sawdust manure, stubble and
sand applied to the surface.
Those composed of natural soil
modified by tillage. One of this kind
Is called "dust mulch" or "dust
blanket" and is simply a layer of soil
which has been loosened up and dried
out Mulches of foreign material play
a very small part In general farming,
but are extensively used In horticulture in some localities.
The principle of the mulch is:
Loose, dry material covering, wet soil
retards the movement of water to
the surface and keeps the dry, cir
culating air from contact with the
moist soil, thereby greatly reducing
the loss of water. The finer the mulch
the looser it must be to give good results. Ordinary soil mulches two to
three inches deep are usually most
effective. When a mulch becomes wet
its effectiveness is gone until It dries

Frighten the Mackerel Away From
His Seines Off Massachusetts
Coast, Says Fisherman.
If you were seining for mackerel
and luck was with you and just as
you were about to draw In your nets
of
with a fine catch half a dozen
Uncle Sam's battleships came along
and frightened all the mackerel away,
wouldn't It give you a headache?
That's just what It did to Capt. Sol
Jacobs of the prime little auxiliary

Have
Yoimr

schooner Quartette, which reached T
Sol had a grievance against
wharf.
the United States navy which It will
take many days for him to live down.
The other afternoon when the sun
was just about sinking in the sky
and the water was as smooth as glass
Sol spied a school of mackerel. It
was the largest school he had seen
for weeks.
Orders were given to lower the
boats and throw out the nets.
seining
there
troduced, until the present time,
The rest waa easy, for the nets sank
has been a growing demand for a
down on the fish, and Si' stood on
y
plow that will turn level land
the deck wearing a smile and thinking
as well as side-hil- l
land.
of
tbe dollars realized by that catch.
The side-hil- l
but
of
has
plow
type
But behold, Just before the' men in
a single moldboard, which Is reversithe seining dories had pulled In the
ble; that is, when one side Is up, the
nets at the bottom, imprisoning the
furrow is turned to the right, and
toothsome catch, along came half a
when the other side is up, It is turned
dozen of the battleships that were In
to the left With a plow of this kind
the maneuvers at Provlncetown and
the operator is able to begin plowing
kicked up the ocean so that the mackat the lower 'side and across a slope
erel were frightened away.
and turn all furrows down the slope
out
"I was angry enough," said Sol, "to
aiding In the turning of the land. The
Light rains .and Irrigations on a fight the whole blamed squadrons-Bos- ton
type of moldboards necessarily used
mulched soil are worse than no appli
Daily Advertiser,
j
on the side-hiplow is not of tfc propcation of water, because they only
er shape for turning level land.
wet
and destroy the mulch and allow
The reversible disk plow has been
on the market for some time, and with the water from below to escape, with- ARE ALWAYS ON THE DECLINE
this one disk does the work in either out adding any to replace it. Additiondirection. In turning the team around al expense is incurred by the cultiva- Wonder Is That the Dramatlo and
at the ends, the angle of the disk is tion, which must be immediately
Culinary Arts Haven't Reached
the Bottom.
turned so as to make a right hand started to restore the mulch.
A quantity of water retained by cul
plow cut of it, in going one way, and
From time to time some ancient
a left hand plow out of it In going tivation is of far greater value even
the other way. This type of plow where water Is plentiful than the gentleman bursts into print on the
makes it possible to begin plowing same amount applied to the soli. subject of the Good Old Days of the
on one side of the field, finishing all One of the great principles of dry stage, wails over the lamentable deprethe work as it goes, and keeping all farming is to keep a good mulch on ciation in public tastes, raves about
the plowed land in one body. The the soil all the time to prevent loss what he Is pleased to call "the classics" and wonders in a spasm of hysprinciple of this type of disk is all of water by evaporation.
teria what we all are coming to anyright, but for many classes of work
the disk plow does not do such good GROWING WHEAT AFTER CORN how.
work as the moldboard plow.
It
Why Is it that the stage and home
must be 'considered as the best plow Plan Not as Good as Summer Fallow
cooking are the only things that have
for hard, dry land, but for the average
consistently been on the decline for
ing, According to Reports From
the
last three hundred years? And
humid and ' irrigated sections the
Experiment Stations.
.'
moldboard plow Is the best.
why. If half what these old folks say
cull-nar- y
At the present time there are sev
There are those who contend that is true, haven't the "dramatic and
bottom
arts
reached
eral companies manufacturing what is Just as
the
this
by
can
be grown
good wheat
known as the
plow, which is after corn as on a summer fallow. time? Anybody with one good eye
of the moldboard type;
It is of This season's experimental crops at and recourse to a public library can asdouble plow construction, carrying a
the Nebraska station and fields certain with ease that ever since the
right hand and a left hand plow, on throughout Colorado. Nebraska and advent of George Frederick Cooke In
the same frame, only one of which can Kansas do not bear out this
this country, bewhlskered pessimists
tneory.
be used at. once. With this plow the
is a good deal to be said have been comparing the contemThere
farmer begins on one side of the field,
with the one of a dead
against the dry fallow, and it often porary stage
to
the
using one plow in going across it, and seems
generation
great disparagement
wasteful to do so much work
One
the other plow in returning.
of the former. There must be a limit,
as
one
it
necessitates
for
crop
year's
horse walks In the furrow in going
a bottom', a finish somewhere to the pit
one way and the other one walks in and pay the interest on two bodies of into which American theatricals have
of one.
land
instead
Very often the
the furrow coming back.
exlra work is more expensive In ap- been tumbling for the last lltf years.
The advantages of the two-wawe
plow
pearance than in reality, as the sum- If s are on the way to the demnition
are as follows:
and have been heading
mer
fallow
of
extends
the
period
1. The land is practically as level
there since the days of Hallam, when
work
for
over
a
steam
borsvor
long are we due to
after plowing as it was before. There
arrive? Glenmore Daare no dead furrows or back.iurrows period and thus lessens actual cost. vis in Sucecss
Magazine.
All
show
experiments
that, about fifty
in the entire field. This is especially
per cent, of moisture can be conserved
important in connection with the on
good Bolls, which means 21 Inches
plowing of irrigated land, as it saves
University Aviation.
rainfall.
a great deal of labor and expense, of moisture with a
Aviation as a science has been recogis
carried nized
which is usually required In leveling Probably the longer farming
by one of the most dignified eduthe ridges and filling the back fur- on, a due regard being had to the cational bodies of Europe, the uniof
the
the
humus,
greater
rows.
preservation
of Paris, and an aerotechnical
as the subsoil versity
2. The operator begins
institute has been established and is
plowing on conservation possible,
one side of the field and finishes as is opened by the roots and cultivation. now
just beginning work under Its diAn early maturing crop of peas rection. Th. was made
he goes, thus keeping all plowed land
possible by
in one body. This makes harrowing would be far more consistent with an endowment of $100,000
by Henry
exiIs
known of dry farming
what
easjer.
and an annual income of
Deutsch,
3. It is easier oH the horses.
One gencies 'than a crop like corn, whose $3,000.
horse does not have to follow the fur- deep roots search the lowest crevices
The new institute is on tbe plateau
rows all the time. There is no extra of the subsoil for the last drop of of St.
Cyr, near Versailles, and on the
and
moisture until late in, the season,
traveling across the ends.
of
the maneuver field of the miliedge
4.
The horses do not turn on the whose only advantage is the thorough
school.
It consists, of a large
tary
plowed ground.
cultivation that such a crop under
of buildings and laboratories,
5.
There is no chance for poor good farming methods Insures. In the group
with a track for launching gliders, and
crops to be raised in and along dead state of Washington sometimes 80 all the apparatus that has so far been
furrows.
successive crops of wheat have been invented for the study of meteorology,
.
The
plow can be used grown and then fallowing resorted to air currents, air resistance and the
y
as a complete
plow If desired. successful! when the humus had bemany problems connected with flight
Some of the two-waplows 'are suf- come too depleted for a crop to be which are now so
imperfectly underficiently adjustable to be used for grown more than every other year.
stood.
plowing, not only the level land,' but
also hillsides.
LIVE STOCK NOTES.
Three of the two-wa- y
plows have
Sheep In City Parks.
been successfully tried out on the
Rochester set the example, which
no chances with an old boar;
Takp
Colorado Agricultural college farm.
other cities have followed, or utilisalways keep behind him.
stiidv the methods of successful ing her leading park as a sheep ranch.
New York uses her Central Park for
"DRY FARMING" IS MISNOMER ! sheepmen and Imitate them.
Taiusworths are food rustlers, very this purpose; and has just added $350
from the
According to Prof. Campbell Method prolific, and the meat is of the hig- to the park fund of the city
sale of 10 Southdown ewes and 39
her quality
Should Be Called "Scientific Farm-- .
The real value of a sheep cannot be lambs. But it is not for money chiefly
Ing" Practice Is Old.
determined, particularly as a breeder, that urban sheep herding is practiced. A flock bf sheep in a city park
Dry farming, that Is farming in the until it is one year of age.
Bran is coarse and fibrous, and is one of its greatest attractions, esarid lands of the west where irrigation is not possible 1b being boomed therefore not the best feed for the pecially to children. To hundreds,
.
and perhaps to thousands, of city bred
digestive organs of the pigs.
very hard these days.
Pigs that are apt to have "differ- people a flock of sheep is about as
Large companies have bought up
Immense tracts of this land at from ences of opinion" should be separ- mythical and unfamiliar as the pyramids of Egypt. It is a novelty both
cents to one dollar an ated Fighting takes off flesh.
twenty-fivDo not let the pregnant ewes push profitable and interesting. Louisville
acre and strong efforts are being
doorCourier-Journa- l.
made to induce the farmers from the and crowd each other in the
remiddle west to settle upon them. ways. A loss of lambs ts sure to
When this movement was started a sult.
Too Many Books.
If a ewe keeps her lamb In fine fat
few years' ago It was known as the
Rich In bis preface to "A
of
to
the
Barnaby
time
condition
weaning,
up
Campbell system of dry farming. Mr.
of Ireland," pubNew
a
is
and
sure
Description
she
be
good mother,
Campbell having succeeded in inter'
in 1600, writes: "One of the dislished
her.
keep
of
western
the
railroads
esting some
As long as the breeding of a sow eases' of this age is the multitude of
in carrying on extensive experiments.
is
profitable she should be bred. It books, that doth so overcharge the
Now it is known as scientific farmis not advisable to sell off a good world that it is not able to digest the
ing, and Mr. Campbell at the Dry brood animal.
abundance of Idle matter that Is every
Farming convention In Montana last
should pot be too fat for the day hatched and brought , into the
Pigs
year admitted that "dry farming" is first six months. Development of world, that are as divers in their
a misnomer and it should be called
bone and muscle should be the first forma as their authors be in their
scientific farming;
faces.consideration
It is but a thriftless and
in
consists
The system
presimply
a fast hold of many a thankless occupation, this writing of
Diseases
get
serving a dust mulch to keep the flock of sheep through foul drinking books. A man were better to sit singmoisture which comes from the win- water. Never
give stagnant water if ing in a cobbler's shop, for his pay is
ter rains in the ground during the you can help it
certainly a penny a patch! But a book
occurs.
no
rain
fall
This
months when
A thed that is warm and poorly writer, if he gets sometimes a few
system Is as old as farming itself and ventilated will often cause the sheep's commendations of the judicious, he
has been practiced in India and other wool to loosen, besides
injuring the shall be sure to reap a thousand redry countries of the far east for ages. animal's vitality.
proaches of the malicious."
Now, many new tools have been deMedium-sizeare now most
hogs
vised to aid in the cultivation of these in favor. It is best to feed
hogs for
dry soils In this country and the very only eight or ten months. After they
A Hard One.
best practice known to agriculture are a year old the
1 hear that Gooby's new automois not
feeding
has been applied.
bile made a big hit with you." "Quite
profitable.
so knocked me unconscious.
By H. M. BAINER. Colorado Agricultural ColUfa.
The two-wa-y
plow is one of the most
recent additions to Improved farm
machinery, and there is no question
but that it has come to stay. The
siCv'hill, or reversible plow, has been
In use some time. It has done very
good work in Its place, but It is not
plow for level land. From the time
the early side-hi- ll
plow was first intwo-wa-

ll
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Wedding Stationery

Announcement Cards

-

two-wa-

y

Engraved Cards(

Z

Calling Cards

y

bow-wow-

don't know," replied
Hetty with a laughr ""It wouldn't mat- ter so much to us, only I'm certain
father would never let me mix his
It's once perhaps.
toddy
again.
twice Never! with him."
"And Kittle!
n, she'll never let
me mention elope again," said John.
"Hello, what's this?" as a car came
rushing toward them.
"That you, John Colson?" came the
greeting.
"It certainly is, replied he.
There ensued a rapid fire of questions and answers, an equally rapid
exchange of partners, a little weeping
on Kittie's part over John's arm, a
speedy ride to the waiting clergyman,
and in a very short time two happy
couples came out cgain into the night,
each man wearing an air of proud proprietorship.
The parson remal. ed standing in
the open doorway enjoying the happy
termination 'of the affair, also smiling
a little at thought of the two generous gold pieces clasped in his hand.
"We've given you lots of annoyance,
parson, take these as a recompense,"
the two Johns had said.
IN MUCH

OCTOBER
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I

two-wa-

and Stationery

y

y

"Divinity That Doth Hedge a King"
Exemplified by the "Ruler" of
Great Britain.
Bom-

bay in November. 1905, a large number of members of the civil service,

the British and Indian regiments quartered in Bombay and the Royal Indian
Marine were presented to his royal
highness. Among the number was a
veteran of the Uncovenanted service,
the members of which are not supposed to be "in society" in India. The
old fellow, in his Btarcby white uniform, looked as dapper as the admiral
so when tie was presented the Prince
smiled upon him, which emboldened
the veteran to trot out his pet grievance on the spot.
"How d'you do?" said the, prince, as
he shook hands with the graybeard
"Very well, thank yer; yer rile
I hope you're the same."
"Yes, thanks," said the prince. "I
hear you've had 50 years in the east.
I must . say you don't look so bad on
'.
It."
",
"Not me, yer rile 'ighness. I'm' all
right thank God, and very comfortable. Only, yer see, yer rile 'ighness,
our position Is a little bit invidious.
We uncovenanted men aren't what we
orter be. It's our wives as feels it
We are socially ostracised; we are
cut off from communion with our fellow-men
and women; we are placed
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apart"good

fellow," promptly replied
the prince, "shake hands once more.
We are indeed brothers in distress!"
Throne and Country.
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THE SAME POSITION
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LOCAL NEWS
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ALMS

BUSY

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Thompson are

the parents of a baby girl born at
their home,

Aluminum Enamel

Kzo DifviG

Soreenad anil Lump Rmtmn Cafirb'pk
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
--

Anthracite Coal all sizes Steam

i
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Sawed Wood and Kindling
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Th(

First VJation a l B an k
of

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS. Presided
E. D. RAYNOLDS. - - - Cashi W,
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

Fourth street.

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon

at the Opera Bar.
The best place in town at which to
eat is the White Kitchen..

Chop

RETURNS FROM OUTLYING CAL
IFORNIA

COUNTIES GIVE IT
SMALL MAJORITY.

This method jives the customer all the new lasts in
3 to 6 weeks, whereas, it takes other manufacturers selling
'

ban Ftanclsco, Oct 12. Returns
from 83 additional precincts received
from Los i Angeles,
Alameda and
Shasta counties, reeaived up to 12 m.
apparently; wipe out the slender ma
jority standing' against women suff-"rage and, for the first time, show a
vote iu favor of that amendment The
net result of these precincts shows
an apparent majority of 31 votes for
woman suffrage.
If the present ratio of gain Is kept
up, woman suffrage will be shown to
have carried at the last Tuesday's
state constitutional amendments elec
tion by a safe majwlty.
Belated returns this morning from
68 precincts In San Luis Obispo, Sau
Diego, Fresno, Riverside
and Sau
Juoquin counties reduced the ma
jority against suffrage, which stood
at 2 o'clock this morning at 808 to

The big threshing outfit brought
parlors of the church.
from Kansas by William Coautock
is making way with the grain on the
El Porvenir hotel is now open for mesa
in fine style and soon all will be
the winter. Stage leaves city Tues
stored away for .the winter ready
day, Thursday and Saturday at 8 a.
for sale to grain dealers.
,
m. Passengers please phone Main 2D
or Olive 5171 and we will call for
Santa Fe train No. 1 arrived in
them. M. Romero.
Las Vegas this afternoon in three sec
tion a and No. 9 will come in this
The Ladies' aid of the Methodist
in two sections. The cheap
church will give an old fashioned sup- evening
rates to the coast from Chicago close
per Tuesday evening, October 17,
on October 15th and a great number
serving baked beans, brown bread.
cold meats, cold slaw and pie. Prlco of people are taking advantage of
25c. Watch the paper for further them at the last minute and this is
the reason for extra trains from the
announcement
east.
The Knights of Columbus will hold
The board of regents of the New
their regular meeting this evening in
the O. R. C hall. Business of Im Mexico Normal University met last
portance will be transacted and all night in regular monthly session. At
members are urged to be present. this meeting the report of Dr. FranK 356.
,
The lodge Is planning
number of H. H. Roberts, the president of the
This shows an average majority fo- social good times for its members school, was read and accepted. This woman
suffrage of about eight votes
this fall and winter. Theme may be report shows the school to be in a far to a
precinct. The returns received
better condition than ever before la this
perfected tonight
morning are from outlying preits history. So far this semester, cincts which almost invariably
have
Just 419 years ago Columbus and $1,670 has been taken in from tui- shown a
majority in favor of grant
his crew on the good ship Santa Ma- tions and books. This Is an Increase
ing suffrage to women.
ria, landed on the coast of an island of over $250 above the receipts of the
oil the southeastern coast of Norfh same period last year and the school
Rev. O. P. Miles, pastor of the First
America. It was after a Journey from is in an excellent condition financi
church" will leave tomorrow
Baptist
Palos on the southwest coast ot the ally. In Dr. Roberts' report he stated
for a tour through Kansas and Mis
old continent which was begun on tbat up to the present time 42 stu
souri
which he will give a seAugust 3, 1492, that Columbus first dents have been turned away from ries ofduring
lectures. Dr. Milee Is a
three
landed and it is in celebration of this the school on account of lack of
member
of
the
International Lyceum
that in so many states today is a class rooms. Never before has the
bureau, and, according to his schedule,
legal holiday. Our neighbor state, Institution been so crowded as to
he will speak at Winfleld, Kan., IndeColorado, today is celebrating Colum make it necessary to refuse admisbus day and though New Mexico does sion to any student and this cer- pendence, Mo. ,and Caruthersville, Mo.
not observe the day It will be brought tainly speaks well for the work of His three topics will be the "Cord
up before the first state legislature Dr. Roberts during the summer in his of Life," "My Black Mammy," 'and
I Saw and Herd on Land and
No campaign for students.
The girls' "What
by the Knights of Columbus.
doubt this time next year Columbus dormitory is well filled, there being Sea." In his absence Rev. Mr Runion
day will be a legal holiday in the new room for but two more girls. The of Albuquerque will fill the pulpit
state celebrating the discovery of the night school and the afternoon Sunday morning and Arthur Warwick
classes for business men andi young will talk at the evening service. Rev.
glorious land, America.
women are in a thriving condition. Mr. Miles will return Wednesday of
FOR SALE AT PUBLIC AUCTION.
There are 13 entered in these classes next week.
At the home of Mrs. L. R. Layton, and a number of others have signiAs a result of the resignation
1004 Eighth street, at
1:30 p. m. fied their intention of taking up
Iko
Lewis from iihe employ
16.
HouseDr.
courses.
October
The
Roberts
classes
of
sharp, Monday,'
hold goods, embracing range, base and Dean Carroon in history and Eng the Wells Fargo Express company, a
number of shifts have been made in
burner, large refrigerator, sideboard, lish are also well filled.
the local office. C. D. Davidson has
bedroom suits, dining room table and
been removed from Las Vegas, where'
etc.
Terms
chairs, carpet, pictures,
re was cashier, to Pueblo, Colo., as
cash.
station agent for the company. In his
place F. M. Palmer, former agent,
has been shifted. Burt Kelly, who
was at one time agent here, has been
sent from, Denver and will take Mr.
Palmer's place as agent
Charles
Minium vhas been employed and is
filling the place vacated by Lewis, Da
vidson wjll leave tonight for "Pui
eblo and will take up hia new position immediately. Mr. Kelly arrived
s
yesterday afternoon and has already
entered into his wok.
,
A good beginning
in your
week's housework. Is to- - get
Office seeking seems to be a chron
ic disease with some men.
your soiled linen out of the
.

the nsual way from 4 to 6 months to accomplish the same
fring. We will gladly show you the line

GREENBERGER
"A SQUARE DEAL"

VI

Ws'X.

but we can put you onto
the right way to sell goods,
by

,

ELECTRIC ADVERTISING
Let us furnish you an
Electric sign. Just call us up
and mention j Electric Signs
and we will make you a

proposition that will look
good to you.

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.
You saw our fine
M i''!iWv

.,;:'!:

VJ

1

.

The Iloosior
Special Saves Miles of Steps
for Tirad Feet.

Hoosier Kitchen Cabinet at the Big Fair.
We know you want
one.
And there is no reason why you shouldn't
.
get one.
A dollar a week puts
a'Hoosier in any

J.C. JOHNSEN & SON
Exclusive Local Agents

A Good

Bran

Home Grown

THE PEOPLE'S ANNUAL HOLIDAY

Home Ground

Shorts

New Mexico State Fair Albuquerque

Pure

and all ikinds of .Grain JUay
and Alfalfa ;a-,

x

Line Selling System
Direct From Factory to Wearer

STILL WIN OUT

.

.

Our Pride Flour

We have all the New Fall Styles.

Mfiekegal People Use the Straight

SUFFRAGE CAUSE

,

Las Vegas

.

than ever before.
,

.

X

:

t;cti

"Our New Fall Line of Regal Shoes, complete in every
detaUiitnow here. We are beUer prepared to please yon

Ludwig Wm.
Ilfeldj2
Bridge Street

Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood. Direct from distillery
The regular weekly sen ices will
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
be held at Temple MontoPure Kr
'
morrow evening at 8 o'clock.
EveryThe B. T. P. V. of the First Bapinvited.
body
tist church; will give a social tomorrow evening Friday, the ISth, in the

Full directions on each can tell ycfuTnbw tftey will
help to brighten many things in your home.

O O AL

1029

Finch's

and 30 cents per can
s

"i

"REGAL SHOES"

One Set of Ware Free During Exhibit

R. B. Schoonmaker is local agent
for the Northewettem Mutual Life Insurance company.

Standard Llht Blue Oath Tub Enamel
SB cents per can
Silver Frosted Finish
15

Ipaaasi,

At our Store all week October
will be the talk of the town
and we want you to consider this a personal invitation to attend at
least one day. Hot cake and biscuits will be served every day.

Passengers for Harvey's Saturday
should leave notice at Murphey's by
noon, Friday.

Two we will mention

mj- -

r

,

I- -

The Majestic Reception

The beet place in town at which to
eat is the White Kitchen.

we have many useful articles worthy of advertising in this
'
' ''
space uied by

THE STORE THAT'S

Won't You Come to Our Party?

..

-

.
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.
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Grocery Department

Up-to-D- cta

-

-

12, 1911.
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Always get the best at Nolette's!
barber shop.

from the different lines carried in our

OCTOBER

.......

way,

:

Roller Mills

Phone Main 131

FLOUR

4 lbs for 25c

ritAiscrmtmvn

, Just what you want these
cool mornings.

The Graaf & Hay ward Co. Store
'

.v

Vixm

J. H. STEARNS

'

GROCER.

Has on hand (or the convention choice eating and cooking apples,
pears, Santa Fe freestone peaches, German prunes, plums. Concord
Mission and Tokay grapes, Valencia oranges and other fruits.

the quickest and most

call

phone

brings

$1000 "Bull" Durham

Try

I

wagon.

5

Exciting Horse fiaces

Sack
Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main

81

of

Rams For SaJe

:v.
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350 Head of Rambouillet and Delaine Merino Rams

-

617 Douglas

Empress
Flour

at our Store

SI. 50 and $2.00 each

50 to 100 blooms apiece.
These make fine house plants. In bloom all winter

Onion
Son
Perry
507 Sixth Street Phone Main 462

IS

Base Ball Every Day

Secy-Hng- r,

These rams are specially bred for range purposes and by one
,bf the best breeders in the United States. We have had them at
isfmrranch since the 1st of July. They are in fine shape for service
fthisf afli Would be pleased to meet parties at any of the trains
jstoppihg at 'our station, Shoemaker, and show them the rams.
Li
For further particulars address,
.
I
J. P. Van Houten Co.
if
ShoemeJcor. N. M.

HARGUERITES

Cauliflower, egg plant, summer squash, pearl onions, green onions,
dry onions, horse radish root, ripe and green tomatoes, red and
green cllll, mangoes, quinces, Virginia sweet potatoes, cabbage, lettuce, etc. A full line of groceries, meats, Kansas City and native,
and Bakery goods.

Stake for 2:1a Pacers

Feature Upon Feature
Fun by the Ton
Instructive Departments
Special rates on all railroads.'
Isaac: Barth, Pres. '
John B. McManus,

a

our

Wc Are Showing Some Extra Fine Specimen
Plants of

In Vegetables

1911.

to be raced "Bull" Durham Day, Friday Oct. 13. This stake
was given by the Blackwell Durham Tobacco Co.

your whole week's work will be
made easier.
A

4,

"Birdmen" of international repute will thrill the crowds for
'
"
three days, Oct. 11, 12 and 13.

sat-

isfactory way, la to have us
come and get it this will do
away with "Blue Monday," and

9-1-

CURTISS AVIATION MEET
Glenn H. Curtiss, Director

BUCKWHEAT

.

Od.

L

Sold By

.'""

CD.

CLASSIFIEDAOS HIT THE BULLS EYE

BOUCHER

(The Coffee Man.)

I
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